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Home opening 
Partly cloudy with a 
high of 58 degrees. 
A look at sisterhood 
Play examines trials and tribu-
lations of five Irish women. 
B eball team faces Illinois 
in home ope er. 
More 
power 
Bill giving 
IBHEpower 
gains Edgar's 
support 
By DAVE HOSICK 
Admtnistratton editor 
Gov. Jim Edgar has ex-
pressed support for a bill in the 
Illinois Legislature that would 
give the state Board of Higher 
Education additional oversight 
over public universities. 
Richard Wagner, IBHE exec-
utive director, released a state-
ment that summarized Edgar's 
support of the board oversight 
bill, Senate Bill 614, which is 
expected to come up 'for its first 
reading when the Legislature 
resumes work on April 18. 
Bill 614 would give the IBHE 
oversight over several aspects 
of public universities, including 
tuition and fees, program termi-
nations, approval of all capital 
projects, and other areas. 
Sen. Steve Rauschenberger, 
R-Elgin, is the sponsor of the 
IBHE bill. He said since 
statewide governing boards 
were eliminated, "state univer-
sities need an accountability 
and coordinating board that 
would bring universities to the 
table to discuss statewide con-
cerns. 
"By making universities 
cross accountable for state 
spending, it will ensure that 
universities and their govern-
ing boards will not focus too 
much on internal mission poli-
tics," Rauschenberger said. 
Wagner's statement says, "As 
each ship of Illinois' university 
system prepares to hoist its 
own flag, it is important to 
remember the important role 
served by the harbor master 
(IBHE) - the person who keeps 
all the vessels from running 
into one another, or from run-
ning aground" 
The need for more oversight 
of universities would "ensure 
that they operate with greater 
efficiency, productivity and 
accountability - the underlying 
goals of the legislation to over-
haul the governance of Illinois 
universities." 
Higher education receives 
$L8 billion, or 12 percent, of 
the total state budget and 
should require some sort of 
oversight by a state board, 
Rauschenberger said. 
Edgar's support for more 
IBHE oversight comes in the 
t See IBHE Page 2 
CHET PIOTROWSKI/ Staff photographer 
Night moves 
Lisa Garrison, executive director of the Multi-Cultural 
Student Union, leads the march through campus against 
discrimination Monday night. See story Page 3. 
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Resurrection day 
University brings Illen's 
swinuning, wrestling 
back froill the dead 
By RANDY LISS 
Sports editor 
The university announced 
Monday that it will halt plans 
to eliminate men's wrestling 
and swimming programs, after 
reaching an agreement with 
the Department of Education's 
Office for Civil Rights. 
Along with reinstating the 
two sports, Eastern will also 
add women's golf, effective in 
the 1996-97 academic year. 
"We're very pleased," said 
Eastern President David Joms. 
"We're glad we held on here to 
get the sports reinstated. I 
think at this point it's hard to 
speculate, but (the OCR) was 
just willing to work with us, 
and we're much better· off than 
we were." 
Wrestling and men's swim-
ming were slated for elimina-
tion in September following 
their respective seasons after a 
yearlo_ng investigation found 
that Eastern was not in compli-
ance with national Title IX gen-
der-equity laws, which require 
universities to provide equal 
athletic opportunities for men 
and women. 
·In early February, Jorns 
made a written request to the 
OCR to consider reopening 
negotiations on the gender-
equity compliance review, 
which resulted in the elimina-
tion of the two teams in 
September. 
In the letter, Joms requested 
the acceptance of a plan that 
would allow the university to 
reinstate wrestling and men's 
swimming, add women's golf 
and give Eastern an additional 
two years to comply with Title 
IX. 
After six weeks of delibera-
tion, the OCR apparently has 
accepted East.em's plan. 
Officials at the OCR were 
unavailable for comment late 
Monday. 
"The kids are very excited," 
said Eastern Athletic Director 
Bob McBee. "It's unfortunate 
that they had to go through a 
• See ATHLETICS Page 2 
4 running for student president 
By HEIDI KEIBl.ER 
Staffwrtter 
Four students have taken out petitions 
to run for Student Body President in the 
April 19 Student Government elections. 
Trevor Griffin, a sophomore speech com-
munication major from Belleville, promises 
to "empower the students" if elected to the 
position. 
"The systelI_l needs to be cleansed," he 
said. "I want to better serve the everyday 
student and give them a chance to get 
involved." 
Griffin said the senate has a reputation 
of "a hierarchy" that is "really hard to 
break into." 
He said he plans to change that reputa-
tion by involving members of the Residence 
Hall Association as well as the greek orga-
nizations in the decision-making process. 
Griffin expects tuition to be a "hot topic" 
during the elections and said he plans to 
explain the need for tuition hikes in "a dig-
nified manner." 
"There may be a need for a tuition hike, 
and that certainly needs to be addressed." 
he said. "I think if it is explained to stu-
dents in a dignified manner, they11 be able 
to understand the need." 
Griffin will complete his first term on the 
Student Senate in July and also serves as 
the president of Sigma Phi Epsilon frater-
nity. 
Larry Chesser, a senior political science 
major from Charleston, said as student 
body president he would focus on "direct 
representation from all groups." 
"rm very big on diversity," Chesser said. 
"Some groups have more power than they 
should, and some groups aren't heard at 
all. 
- "The student body is the biggest organi-
zation on this campus, and in order to have 
power, we need to all be together." 
Chesser said he would seek advice and 
input regarding policy decisions from re~ 
resentatives of groups that tend to be 
ignored, such as the Black Student Union 
., f3ee PRESIDENT Page 2 
Anita Hill to speak here Wednesday 
By KAREN WOLDEN 
Actlvities editor 
Women's rights advocate, 
author and former law profes-
sor Anita Hill will visit Eastern 
Wednesday as the featured 
speaker for Women's History 
and Awareness Month. 
Hill was nationally and 
internationally recognized for 
her testimony during Con-
gressional hearings in 1991 
that investigated allegations 
that then-Supreme Court nomi-
nee Clarence Thomas sexually 
harassed her. 
Her message Wednesday will 
not revolve around the hear-
ings but will focus instead on 
more general issues such as 
race, gender and sexual harass-
ment - all issues worthy of her 
words, some Eastern faculty 
members say. 
"She awakened the Ameri-
can consciousness and put a 
spotlight on sexual harass-
ment," said Johnetta Jones, 
director of minority affairs. "For 
that, she deserves a lot of 
praise. Just for that, I think we 
should go see her." 
Hill will speak at 8 p.m. 
Wednesday in the Grand Ball-
room of the Martin Luther 
King Jr. University Union. 
Admission is $3 for Eastern 
students and 
senior citi-
zens and $7 
for the pub-
lic. Tickets 
may be re-
served at the 
University 
Ticket Office 
in the Union 
and will be 
sold at the Anita Hill 
door. 
During her presentation, 
sponsored by the University 
Board Lectures Committee, 
Hill is expected to examine-
recent social and legal gains 
that have been made in the 
workplace. Much of her analy-
sis is a result of nationwide 
research she conducted while at 
speaking engagements, orga-
nizers said. 
"She has experienced the 
horror that sometimes accom-
panies the workplace," said 
Gail Mason, an associate pro-
fessor in the speech communi-
cations d"epartment. "I think 
she has a story to tell, and I 
think the story is worth list.en-
ing to. She is a very courageous 
woman." 
Hill's influence and the ques-
tions she raised make her an 
especially notable speaker, 
.r. See HILL Page 2 
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Ohio Big Boy dismembered, scattered around town 
TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) - Who killed "This is a sad, sad day for the city looks pretty good for a guy who's been wide. 
Big Boy? when somebody would desecrate a hal- cut up.• Murphy said Big Boy was chopped 
Someone stole the 300-pound, ~foot lowed symbol of the 1950s and 1960s," The hamburger-toting statue with into seven pieces. His hamburger was 
Big Boy statue from a restaurant Sgt. Richard Murphy said Monday, his the black pompadour, red-and-white intact, but his right ear and part of his 
Friday, dismembered the grinning fiber- brow furrowed in coneern. checkered pants and suspenders has belly were still missing. 
glass fellow with a hacksaw, scrawled Then he grinned. guarded the doors of Big Boy restau- A note was attached to all but one of 
"Big Boy is dead" on the pieces and "It's really hard to keep a straight rants around the world since the 1930s. the severed limbs with the message: 
dropped them off around town Sunday. face when you talk about it," he said. The chain is owned by Warren, Mich.- "Big Boy is Dead." A note attached to 
Between giggles, police are taking "'We've been trying to put him together based Elias Brothers Restaurants Inc., one limb said: "Big Boy is almost dead. 
the theft seriously. again like Humpty Dumpty. I think he which operates 850 restaurants world- Nevermind. Now he's dead." 
FROM PAGE ONE 
IBHE ____ _ 
t From Page 1 
wake of a bill he approved last 
month eliminating the Board 
of Governors, Eastern's govern-
ing board, and the Board of 
Regents and creating individu-
al governing boards for seven 
of the eight universities in the 
two systems. This bill was 
designed to eliminate bureau-
cracy and create more autono-
my for individual public uni-
versities. 
Since the IBHE bill was 
introduced, as Edgar's support 
reiterates, many legislators 
and campus officials have been 
critical of it, saying the propos-
al contradicts everything the 
BOG elimination bill tried to 
create by taking autonomy 
from universities. 
The statement says, "We all 
agree that campus adm:inistra-
President 
" From Page 1 
and the Lesbian, Gay, 
Bisexu1;tl and Allies 
Union. 
Chesser has had 
no experience on the 
Student Government 
but said he doesn't 
see that as a prob-
lem. 
"I know experience 
tors must have the authority to 
run their campuses, that deci-
sions should be made at the 
level closest to those affected, 
and that the diversity of 
Illinois should be reflected in 
and promoted by a system of 
higher education that is itself 
diverse." 
The statement goes on to 
say that "the valued diversity 
of the state's varied campuses 
can best be preserved through 
the oversight by a statewide 
authority that can gua rd 
against the natural impulse of 
campuses to grow, to imitate, 
to try to be all things to all ~ 
ple." 
Christine Merrifield, Eas-
tern's lobbyist in Springfield, 
said she will sign-in in opposi-
tion to the IBHE bill when it is 
introduced. 
communication and 
political science major 
from -Lisle; said as stu. 
d~t .bQdy._J>r~side:o..t, 
her main focus , would 
be "the students and 
getting done what 
they want done." 
is important, but I Trevor Grl.jJln 
know what rm getting 
"My focus is on 
knowing what the stu-
d en ts want and 
revolving around 
what they want, not 
what I want," she said. 
Athletics _______ _ 
•From Page 1 
rather trying ti.me, but these programs are a very 
big part of our athletic department, and now we 
have to just get those programs back on track." 
According to the OCR, a university must pass 
a three-part test to decide whether it is in compli-
ance with Title IX. Eastern has now passed the 
first two, proporti~ty and tradition, with the 
OCR's acceptance of Jorns' proposal. The third, 
meeting the interests and abilities of the stu-
dents, is something that the OCR monitors for as 
long as it deems necessary. 
McBee said Eastern has not been given a per-
manent reinstatement, but the university has 
received instead a reprieve to ~e its finan-
cial needs. 
"'I think the OCR saw Eastern doing a good job 
and gave us the opportunity to reinstate the two 
programs," McBee said. "But it's still going to be 
wait and see with the OCR. This is going to 
mean tightening our belts as much as we can." 
News of the reinstatements was especially 
good to wreatliDg coach Ralph McCausland, who 
has headed the program here since 1983. 
"It's kind of a landmark thing," McCausland 
said. "A year or two ago, we probably would have 
been dead in the water. But we've gotten a lot of 
support all year long, and it just feels great." 
Swimming coach Ray Padovan said that Title 
IX seems to be changing into a national issue, 
rather than regional topic at only a handful of 
universities. 
"I think that it's a nationwide thing," Padovan 
said. "Wri.re startirig t.o- foc:Us on a natjonal level 
now. People wanted f.o do something for gender 
equity, but this was not how 'they wanted it done. 
If you keep doing it that way, you won't have ath-
letics, period. 
"We're particularly happy. The guys here were 
in a tough situation, and this resolves it for them, 
and they can plan for the future. Now for us, it's 
just getting back to business." 
But the bottom line is that Eastem's wrestling 
and men's swimming teams are safe, for now. 
And that, according to McBee, is all that matters. 
"The purpose of Title IX and the Legislature of 
1972 was not meant to take away men's sports," 
McBee said. 
will have a platform 
by the b~ginning of 
next~~k 
'Gadd.int' ~eUtxf on 
thEf' s·enli te for 't'Wo. 
years before being' 
elected to Student 
Government chief of 
staff last April. The 
refused to comment 
on his plans for the 
office. 
Michelle 
Gad.dint 
=---=-=='--' position was then 
Jeff Koets changed to vice presi-
dent for student 
affairs, in which she has served since 
January. 
Thomas Biewald, 
who 'said he is Kocis's 
roommate and "media 
spokesperson," said 
Kocis doesn't know 
what his platform is 
at this time. 
Lany Chesser "He hasn't talked 
to me a whole ton of a 
bunch about his plans and all that,• 
Biewald said. into," he said. "I'll be right there 
coming in fresh with no enemies." 
Michelle Gaddini, a junior speech 
Gaddini said she doesn't know spe-
cific topics she wants to see addressed 
as student body president yet, but she 
· Jeff Kocis, a senior marketing major 
from Gillespie, also has taken out a 
petition for the position, but he 
Kocis currently is the Student 
Government vice president for finan. 
cial affairs. 
•From Page 1 
Jones said. 
"She is a person who has 
been out there and suffered," 
Jones said. "She stood up, and 
she told the truth - at least I 
think she told the truth - and 
she started a revolution." 
Hill recently quit her job as a 
law professor at the University 
of Oklahoma and is currently 
working on two books, one her 
personal memoirs and the 
other on race and gender 
issues. 
"I've never thought of her as 
a role model (to women) or a 
victim," said Linda Leal, associ-
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ate professor of psychology. "I 
think of her as more of someone 
who has an interesting story to 
tell that relates to women." 
Opinions differ when it 
comes to believing Hill's allega-
tiorui of sexual harassment, but 
her supporters praise Hill for 
having the courage to go public 
FREE - FREE - FREE 
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For Carry Out Call 
345-2223 Charleston 
with the story. 
"She is someone who has had 
the courage to stand up to 
someone who is so powerful~" 
Mason said. A.Jot Qf female ~e 
)none-ls" d()n~t - iW)ve ·to -l'ace: 
exhausting struggles like Hill 
clid, she said. 
"I see her as a good role 
model because it's not so sim-
ple. Life is much more compli· 
cated. I see her as more real. ft 
WaSri'~ an e&sy thing t0 do." 
,_ _µpi; m~ ~~o~ 
oe ~ to .dOdge, M88Pll · 
It will empower women and 
. show them that "it's OK to 8f1f1 
no," she said. 
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Marching for awareness 
By MATT TRAMEL 
11.aff W11ter 
The night wind blew out 
marchers' candles, but not 
their spirits, at Monday 
n ight 's "March Against 
Discrimination." 
"This is about everyone 
comin g together. Even 
though we are all minori-
ties, we're all separated," 
said Melika Embr y, vice 
president of Delta Sigma 
Theta sorority, which 
helped sponsor the event. 
About 40 students 
turned out for the march, 
which kicked off "Cultural 
Awareness Week." 
Marchers wound there 
way from the walkway of 
th e Martin Luther King 
J r. University Union 
through the South Quad 
and back to the Union, 
chanting slogans such as 
•Get it right, fight for 
what is right," "Get it 
straight, don't discrimi-
nate" and "End discrimi-
nation, fight for a better 
nation." 
High winds whipped 
across the campus during 
the march, blowing· out 
the candles handed out to 
each demonstrator. 
However; participants 
remained upbeat. 
"This gives us a sense of 
accomplishment," said 
Tasha Johnson, president 
of Delta Sigma Theta. 
"Maybe other groups can 
do the same." 
"There -are a lot o(mis-
conceptions about what 
MCSU is about," said Lisa 
Garrison, executive direc-
tor of MCSU and leader of 
the march. "We focus a lot 
on prejudice and discrimi-
ttation." 
Embry said there are a 
lot of things students 
don't know about discrimi-
nation on Eastern's cam-
pus. She said by working 
together, students can fig-
ure them out. 
After the march, partic-
ipants gathered in the 
Union's Alumni Lounge to 
listen to Craig Eckert, an 
CHET PIOTROWSKI/ Staff photographer 
Craig Eckert, associate professor of sociology. 1wlds a 
box of candles before he begins to speak Monday night to 
40 demonstrators after the "March Against 
Discrimination." 
associate professor in the 
sociology department. 
Eckert praised students 
for attending the march 
and addressed the issues 
of poverty, affirmative 
a~tj.a.n and. Anita Hill's 
vi.sU-- to Eastern 
Wednesday. 
Hill, who gained nation-
al attention when she 
accused then-Supreme 
Court nominee Clarence 
Thomas of sexual harass-
ment, will be the keynote 
speaker for Women's 
History and Awareness 
Week. She will speak at 8 
p .m. in the Grand 
Ballroom in the Union. 
"I can't help but feel 
proud about the universi-
ty," said Eckert about the 
march and other "Cultural 
Awareness Week" events. 
"There is hope, and that 
makes me feel better." 
Other events scheduled 
for "Cultural Awareness 
Week" include: 
• The "Unions United 
Panel," which will address 
the need for-Cultural orga:. 
nl.<a_i.io~ ·and min·ority 
activities. The panel is 8 
p.m. tonight in the 
Thomas Hall lobby. 
• A "Cultural Fair," fea-
turing different cultural 
traditions, jewelry and 
clothing, which will be 
held from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
Wednesday in the 
University Ballroom of the 
Union. 
• The "Unions United 
Party," featuring D.J. Dave 
Shields; from 9 p.m. to 1 
a.m. Saturday in the 
Univ-ersity Ballroom of the 
Union. Admission is $2 for 
students with IDs. 
Senate forum focuses toward 
more student accountability 
By REAGAN BRANHAM 
-staff writer 
About 10 students attended a Student 
Senate forum last night in Taylor Hall to 
voice concerns about the accountability of 
senate members to the student body. 
Senate Speaker Chris Boyster, Vice 
President of Student Affairs Michelle 
Gaddini and senate m ember Marcy 
Benjamin answered students' questions and 
received feedback. 
Students said the senate should be more 
accountable to the students and try harder 
to find out what students want. 
Boyster agreed, saying the biggest prob-
lem with senate is the lack of communica-
tion with the students. 
Boyster said the senate plans to hold 
additional meetings in Thomas, Stevenson 
and Pemberton halls to help remedy the lack 
of communication before the end of year. 
The senate also plans to hold a senate 
meeting or a similar forum off campus 
before the end of the year. 
Earlier this y~ar, forms w•e made to help 
.. . . . .. . . . . . ' 
senate members find out students' biggest 
concerns. Each senate member was to ask 
80 students about their biggest complaints 
about Eastern. 
Gaddini said the senate will use these 
forms, of which about 75 percent have been 
returned, to find out what the students want 
from senate members and to get on a one-
on-one basis with students. 
Boyster said the senate will compile 
records of members' attendance at hall coun-
cil meetings and other student organizations 
and their voting records. 
Students can obtain these records to see 
how their representatives are doing. 
"As speaker I've really tried to get them to 
go, make sure they go," Boyster said. 
Panel members also discussed some of the 
senate's most recent decisions. 
Boyster said senate "will not put student 
fees back on the table" in future elections 
because a proposed fee hike was voted down 
in February's election. 
A previously proposed parking garage has 
been deemed "too costly for students," said 
Benjru;nin. 
8 
Legislation could 
change Eastem's 
debit card system 
By BRIAN HUCHEL 
Campus editor 
Plans to install a debit card 
system at Eastern could be in 
jeopardy after the Illinois 
Senate approved legislation 
last week requiring that local 
businesses be permitted to use 
the purchasing systems. 
The Senate passed legisla-
tion Thursday that prohibits 
state institutions, including 
Eastern, from using debit card 
or credit card systems without 
allowing local businesses to 
become involved. 
The Champaign News-
Gazette reported that a num-
ber of complaints have come 
from businesses around the 
University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign. Several 
business owners say the uni-
versity's credit card system, 
which has been in use for more 
than a decade, reduces student 
business. 
A debit card system allows 
students to pay for a variety of 
campus services by accessing 
an account with the university. 
The card may be used to pay 
for event tickets, laundry 
machines and vending ser-
vices, for instance. 
Eastern has not encoun-
tered a similar response from 
Charleston businesses regard-
ing the debit card system, si:lid 
Monty Bennett, head of the 
university'& Debit Card 
Committee. 
However, Eastern never 
intended to involve local busi-
nesses with the debit card sys-
tem, Bennett said. 
"Our first phase is for the 
residence halls," Bennett said. 
"I don't know how that can 
take any business away from 
the area." 
The second phase would 
include installing the system 
in the Rathskeller, Union 
Bookstore and Student 
Recreation Center. 
Bennett said he does not 
know all the details of the bill. 
He declined to comment on the 
bill and its possible effects on 
Eastern until he had an oppor-
tunity to look over the legisla-
tion. 
"There was a meeting two 
weeks ago with all the state 
schools," said Bennett, who is 
also director of purchasing. 
"Even (the University of 
Illinois) wasn't aware of the 
legislation then." 
Eastern's Debit Card 
Committee currently is 
involved in a fact-finding study 
for the possible installation of 
the debit card system. Bennett 
said the committee will contin-
ue to look into different pro-
posals. 
Plans for a debit card sys-
tem at Illinois State 
University in Normal have not 
upset local business owners, 
said Gloria Brady, director of 
purchasing for ISU. 
"I certainly do not expect 
¥·flfi'y" complaints through the 
Purchasing 0ffice," Brady said. 
"We have not had any com-
plaints at this point," said 
Chuck Taylor, comptroller for 
ISU. "I think people under-
stand the magnitude of under-
taking this program." 
Council to consider 
festival allocations 
By JEREMY R. KIRK 
Staff W11ter 
The Charleston City 
Council Tuesday will discuss 
a resolution that would give 
Eastern $3,500 toward its 
annual Celebration festival 
fa April. 
The council will meet at 
7:30 p.m. Tuesday in the 
City Council Chambers of 
the Municipal Building, 520 
Jackson Ave. 
Celebration is a weekend 
festival of arts and musical 
performances that will take 
place on campus April 21-23. 
Dan Crews, Celebration 
coordinator, said the city has 
given tourism money to 
Eastern in the past for 
Celebration. 
He said this grant will be 
used for advertising purpos-
es. Newspaper and television 
ads will be bought outside of 
a 65-mile radius of 
Charleston, Crews added. 
He said the strategy 
behind long-distance adver-
tising is to get people out-
side the Charleston area to 
Correct ion 
spend time in the communi-
ty. 
Crews said Celebration is 
funded through grants from 
state agencies and not by 
Eastern. 
"We spend a lot of time 
writing grants to state agen-
cies like the Charleston 
Tourism Board and the 
Illinois Arts Council," Crews 
said. "We get all of the 
money ourselves." 
Crews said Celebration 
will feature numerous bands. 
On Friday, two Eastern 
bands are scheduled along 
with Keith Harden, an 
acoustic performer. Other 
performers include My 
Secret Life from Chicago and 
The Beat Daddys, a rhythm-
and-blues band. 
On Sat urday, a jazz band 
is schedule d along with 
"Traxx," a reggae band that 
has performed in the Chicago 
and Milwaukee areas. 
Sunday's a ctivities will 
feature t he Righteous 
Brothers and the Sawyer 
Brothers, both country 
bands. 
An article in Monday's edition of The Daily Eastern News 
incorrectly reported the schedule for the "Voices and Visions" 
centennial exhibit at the Greenwood School Museum. The 
exhibit will be open from 1 to 3 p .m. on Saturdays and 
Sundays through May 31. 
AB should not 
hesitate to trim 
budget requests 
The Apportionment Board should take a 
serious look at the budget requests being 
brought before it over the: next few weeks 
and should not hesitate to cut them. 
Organizations have most likely inflated 
their budget requests, assuming the board 
will cut them. And the 
Editorial board should do just 
that. 
Of the four organi-
zations the AB allocates money to - Uni-
versity Board, Student Government, the 
Division of Recreational Sports and Itself -
three have requested more 'money than, they 
received last year, 
UB requested' the largest am·ount, 
$332, 705, after receMng $297, 975 last year. 
The DMslon of Recreational Sports request-
ed $114,580, up from last year's budget of 
$97 ,810, and the AB requested $35, 728, 
compared to last year's budget of $34,800. 
The Student Government is the only orga-
nization to ask for less money than last year's 
allocation, requesting $28, 780 compared to 
last year's allocation of $.Z9,980. 
The organizations cited inflation and expan-
sion in various areas as the reasons for the 
Increased requests. But all of these requests 
are lofty, and the board should dissect them 
carefully. 
Each line Item should be scrutinized, and 
unnecessary items should not be funded. 
In a time when areas such as faculty 
salaries, library expenditures and educational 
equipment are being cut and students are 
being forced to swallow housing and fee 
Increases, high priority and large amounts of 
money should not be granted to groups such 
as UB and the Division of Recreational Sports. 
The AB should be prepared to go beyond 
the additional monies organizations tacked on 
expecting It would be cut. They should look at 
the real money, and slice deeper in the hope 
of retaining money for future years. 
Now is a time of belt tightening and frugal 
spending In all areas at Eastern. The AB 
should keep this in mind when allocating 
money to the organizations and cut accord-
ingly. 
:tckedneas ls always easier 
aD virtue: for it takes the 
rt cut to everythini. 
- Samuel John.son 
Does Hill deseive recognition as an 'expert?' 
It's not often that one gets 
to hear from an icon. 
We'll all have our chance 
this week to hear from one ol 
the great heroes of the mod-
ern feminist cause, Anita Hiii, 
who will be coming to cam-
pus to raise awareness about 
the evils of sexual harassment 
- for a price, of course. 
I've always hated the 
phrase Mraising awareness," 
and not only for the reason 
that .. awareness" wasn't even 
David II. 
Putney 
-rhe only line on 
her expert-status 
reswne consists 
of unsubstanti-
ated allegations 
against a promi-
nent TT1ll11. " 
The only line on her expert-
status resume consists of 
unsubstantiated alleg~tions 
against a prominent man. 
And they are allegations 
she Is wllling to repeat - for a 
price, of course. 
They are also allegations 
that remain unproven by Hill 
or disproven by Thomas. 
Immediately after the hear-
ings before the Senate jud-
icial Committee. about 60 
percent of Americans thought 
a real word until 10 years ago. Like Its mates biodi-
versity and sustainable development, It's pidgin 
English at its worst; a cooked-up buzzword for use 
by a late 20th century activist dass. 
Hill was telling the truth, and within a year that 
number had been reduced to 40 percent. But that's 
not to say that public opinion has any bearing on 
reallty of Senate testimony. 
Awareness raising is tailor made for universities 
like this - who pride themselves on allowing people 
to propagate Ideas without judgment, even if those 
ideas happen to be unworkable, factually Inaccurate 
or downright ridiculous. No wonder Donna Shalala 
and Robert Reich, both former academics, feel so at 
home in the Clinton White House. 
Publlc opinions on such controversial subjects are 
usually based on a mix of Inflammatory rhetoric and 
wishful thinking with the facts getting lost In the 
shuffle - unless justice Thomas has been calling you 
people out there In the middle of the night to con-
fess. 
Not that raising awareness of sexual harassment 
has no merit; in fact we haven't even bothered as a 
society to define what sexual harassment Is, thou-
sand-word pollcy statements notwithstanding. 
Books on the subject, .. Strange justice" and "The 
Real Anita Hill" both sold too few copies to affect 
public opinion and both shed little definitive light. 
Surely copping a cheap feel, a la Bob Packwood 
and Tallhook, quallfies as sexual harassment, but 
does looking at a woman? Some people think so. 
Some may want to belleve that when Thomas 
says he'll be going to chambers what he really 
means Is Marilyn. or that Hill Is a vindictive, spurned 
" shrew Intent on destroying the man she can't have. 
Or what about same-sex co-workers going out to 
a strip club after hours. A lawsuit filed against Dia-
mond-Star Motors In Bloomington calls that creating 
Problem Is, nobody can prove either side. In the 
true spirit of raising awareness, facts such as· these 
matter llttle. 
a hostile envtronmef}t.- · . 
Everyone has their _oplnlo_n about sexual harass-
ment, and Wdl. you ·know what an opinion Is worth. 
About $12,00CTlf you are Anita Hill. 
So we write the check and give her a hero's wel-
come. Apparently we aren't the only school to do 
so. 
Her opinions come gold plated for a reason: 
celebrity. At the same time, Hill's expert status Is 
without merit, afforded only by the prominence of 
her alleged victimizer. 
Hill recently quit her job at the University of Okla-
homa law school to pursue a full-time career In vic-
tlmhood - for a price, of course. 
I don't know about you, but I want my money 
back. 
She has made no arguments in favor of watershed 
lltlgation or authored ground-breaking legislation. 
- David M. Putney Is the associate Verge editor 
and a regular columnist for The Dally Eastern News. 
Replacement players· 
are excellent athletes 
and deseive respect 
Dear editor: 
This letter Is In response to J.A. 
Winders' column .. Kickball elite 
strike out at last" In the March 8 
issue of The Dally Eastern News. 
Mr. Winders was being very 
honest to his readers In his arti-
cle. He told us of how he was a 
clumsy, uncoordinated child who 
had to deal with the obviously 
traumatic experience of being 
picked next to last for kickball at 
recess (just in front of the 
Mpudgy, smelly girt"). He then 
compared the major league ball 
players to the better athletes he 
remembered from grade school. 
They were probably great ath-
letes even In grade school, mak-
ing this a valid comparison. 
I have a problem with what 
came next. Mr. Winders then 
compared today's replacement 
baseball players to the people 
who were picked last for kickball 
just llke him. This Is Insane! I 
would-like to assure.Mr. Winders 
that this was not the case and 
that these same replacement 
players were at one time the chil-
dren who Mhumillated" him at 
Tour turn 
~re these players to the j.A. 
Winders' of the world Is, to be 
blunt, ludicrous. If Mr. Winders 
was trying to make some sort of 
metaphorical connection, I would 
say that he falled miserably. 
As old fashioned as this may 
sound, when I turn to the sports 
page, I want to read about 
sports. I shouldn't have to read 
about the llfe of a dlsgruntled 
journallst who ls not yet over 
being a bad kickball player in 
grade school. Columns are fine 
and frequently amusing, but let's 
try to make sure that they are 
pertinent on some level. 
Brent Crebo 
Congress is earning 
its pay by fighting 
for future Arhericari.s 
Dear editor: 
Congressional spending on 
food programs has received 
attention In the news. Associated 
Press news reports In the Times-
Courier proclaim cuts In these 
programs, giving the Impression 
that school children are to have 
their food taken from them. In a 
recent interview, House·Majority 
Leader Dick Armey, R-Texas, 
gave a different report on the 
same issue. He announced annu-recess. 
Forgive my vagueness, for 1 al increases in spending on food 
don't remember the exact fig- programs for the next five years. 
ures, but they go something like Taking the richest Americans off 
this. One out of every 1 O,OOO or school lunch programs will leave 
so high school baseball players more of the spending to reach 
signs a professional contract at the truly needy· 
some level. One out of every So far the 104th Congress is 
1,000 or so professional players earning Its pay on behalf of all 
Americans. makes It to the major leagues. 
That's just to make the team, let It ls laboring diligently to deal 
alone becoming a star. with the huge national mortgage 
These guys aren't getting near given us by the 40-year Con-
as much respect as they deserve. gress. The shame would be to 
M ost all of the replacement play- give to children yet unborn a bill 
for services from which they will 
for our democracy grows from 
their obvious lack o f voting 
power. The moral question is if 
we will use democracy to give 
them a financial lynching. 
Leonidas H. Miller. 
lliinois needs help 
monitoring several 
state rivers, streams 
Dear editor: 
I am a member o f the Illinois 
RiverWatch Network (IRWN), an 
organization dedicated to moni-
toring, protecting and restoring 
the rivers and streams of Illlnols. 
There are over 35,000 miles of 
rivers. and streams that thread 
th~r w~y past our homes, farms 
and towns. These waterways are 
a delicate and valuable natural 
resource Important to our wildlife. 
and to ourselves. Over half the 
population of Illinois (Including 
all of Charleston) receives at least 
part of Its drinking water from 
surface sources. However, only 
44 percent of the state's rivers 
and streams are currently being 
monitored. 
The state agencies charged 
with monitoring and protecting 
Illinois' expansive watershed sim-
ply do not have the resources to 
cover them all. The IRWN was 
formed to help fill In the gaps. 
The IRWN will encourage and 
coordinate Illlnols citizen involv~ 
ment in a large range of volun-
teer activities from litter picku~ 
and prevention, to st ream moni-
toring and st ream bank stabiliz.a· 
tion projects. 
Arty interested cit izen, studef\I 
family, school or organization can 
get Involved. 
Anyone interested in partid, 
patlng can w rite to me at: P.O. 
Box 641 Charleston, IL 6 t 920, or 
call me at 345-6240. 
ers are minor leaguers and some aerive no benefit. One moral test 
·~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~!!!!!'!!!!!!!!!!:- ·~r~*m~l.a.£~~~ !~ ~.?~: . _ ·- _ . ~hrls. ~~o• 
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VP won't consider leaving until July 
By CHRIS SEPER 
Edttor In chief 
would streamline institutional 
advancement in an attempt to raise 
more money and increase alumni con-
tacts. 
week). I have not been asked nor has 
it even been discussed (that I step 
down)." 
discussion. 
"What we're talking about here is 
restructuring the Foundation's rela-
tionship with the university, and that 
is not a discussion to be taken light-
ly." 
Eastern's vice president for institu-
tional advancement said he will not 
review his future at the university 
until July. 
Jorns has proposed reshuffling 
some administrative departments, 
focusing institutional advancement 
on fund-raising efforts, and creating a 
development council to mobilize 
alumni donations and give more 
political clout to the school. 
Falk would not elaborate on his 
plans after July 1. 
"It is true that I have been 
approached by several people with job 
offers who have asked me to consider 
things," Vice President Steve Falk 
said. "'At this point, I have chosen not 
to exercise those options. I talked to 
(Eastern President David Jorns) and 
said I would stay and assist him in 
the transition." 
"I have always been fortunate to 
have a variety of options," Falk said. 
"I have not chosen in the last six 
years to exercise any of those options 
and will not exercise those options." 
The Foundation, which collects 
money for scholarships, endowments 
and other awards, is the university's 
multi-million-dollar fund-raising 
arm. 
Falk, who is Eastern first vice pres-
ident for instutional advancement, 
responded to questions about his job 
amid rumors he was stepping down. 
"I will not do anything prior to July 
1." Assistant for the President Jill 
Nilsen said Falk is an asset to 
Eastern. 
Falk also would not comment about 
the proposed reorganization of his 
department. "Steve is an excellent fund-raiser 
and has done an excellent job for the 
university and his contribution to 
Eastern should not be minimized," 
Falk said. 
The "'transition" Falk was referring 
to was that of a new reorganization 
plan outlined by the university that 
""To quote Mark Twain, the reports 
of my death are highly exaggerated," 
Falk said. "That rumor reached me 
when I was traveling in Phoenix (last 
"Until there is a definitive reorga-
nization plan, any statement on my 
part would be premature," he said. 
"There are many variations under 
JOHN BATES/ Staff ph<>tographer 
Blow your hor~ 
Tony Dcwld, a jw11Dr music education mcyor. practices hls .french hom in the practice rooms of the 
Doudna Ffne Arts Building Monday afternoon. Dcwid was practicing for hls jw11Dr standtngjury solo 
performance, a requirement that all music mcyors must complete after the last class day of the 
semester. 
AB to consider several budget 
requests totalling $511, 793 
By SCOTT BOEHMER 
Staff wrtter 
Deliberations on several 
organizational budgets for 
the 1995-1996 school year 
will begin at tonight's 
Apportionment Board meet-
ing. 
The AB will meet at 6:30 
p.m. in the Martinsville 
Room of the Martin Luther 
King Jr. University Union. 
The AB is responsible for 
allocating student activity 
fee money to the University 
Board, the Division of 
Recreational Sports, the 
Student Government and 
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itself. 
Budget requests for the 
1995-96 school year from 
the four boards total 
$511, 793, but AB Chairman 
Jeff' Kocis said "'nothing was 
really a shock" in ~he pro-
posals. 
"'Everybody pads their 
budget because everybody 
knows it's going to get cut," 
Kocis said. 
The UB requested 
$332, 705 for the 1995-96 
school year, compared to last 
year's budget of $297 ,975. 
The Division of Recreat-
ion al Sports requested 
$114,580, up from last 
Tuesday at 
year's budget of $97 ,810, 
and the AB requested 
$35, 728, compared to last 
year's budget of $34,800. 
The Student Government 
is the only organization to 
ask for less money than it 
received last year. 
It requested $28, 780 for 
the 1995-96 school year, 
compared with last year's 
allocation of $29,980. 
Kocis said it will probably 
take two or three meetings 
to review and complete all of 
the budget appropriation 
recommendations before 
sending them to the Student 
Senate for approval. 
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News announces 
position changes 
The new staff for The 
Daily Eastern News has 
been appointed and will 
publish its first edition 
March 27. 
The five executive--staff 
positions are as follows: 
• Editor in Chief Heidi 
Keibler, previously the stu-
dent government editor. 
Keibler is a junior journal-
ism major from Dundee. 
• Managing Editor Beth 
Raichle, a junior journalism 
major from Crete-Monee, 
will continue in her present 
position. 
• News Editor Dave 
Hosick, pi;evi0;u13-ly the ad-
ministration editor. Hosick 
is a junior journalism major 
from Olney. 
• Associate News Editor 
Travis Spen-cer, previously 
the city editor. Spencer is a 
sophomore journalism maj-
or from Charleston. 
• Editorial Page Editor 
Natalie Gott, previously 
editor of On the Verge of 
the Weekend. Gott is a 
sophomore journalism and 
Spanish major from Peoria. 
The five students .also 
will serve as the News' edi-
torial board along with an 
additional member of the 
staff to be appointed next 
week. 
Paul Dempsey, previously 
the associate sports editor, 
will serve as sports editor. · 
Dempsey is a junior jour-
nalism major from 
Midlothian. 
Dan Fields, previously a 
staff writer, will ' serve as 
associate sports editor. 
Fields is a sophomore jour-
nalism major from St. 
Anne. 
John Ferak, previously a 
staff writer, will serve as 
senior reporter. Ferak is a 
senior journalism major 
from Plainfield. 
John Cox, previously a 
staff photographer, will 
serve as photo editor. Cox is 
a senior journalism major 
from Batavia. 
Sheryl Sue Sidwell, pre-
vio~sly a staff phot9gra-
pher, will serve as associate 
photo editor. Sidwell is a 
freshman journalism major 
from Brownstown. 
Karen Wolden, previous-
ly activities editor, will 
serve as editor of On the 
Verge of the Weekend, a 
weekly entertainment sup-
plement to The Daily 
Eastern News. Wolden is a 
junior journalism major 
from Dundee. 
Jason Winders, previous-
ly a staff writer, will serve 
as associate editor of On 
the Verge of the Weekend. 
Winders is a senior journal-
ism and English major from 
Mattoon. 
Positions for the five 
staff editor positions were 
filled as follows: 
• Administration Editor 
Chad Gallagher, a junior 
journalism major from 
Peotone. 
• Activities Editor Mel-
issa McClain, a sophomore 
journalism major from 
Champaign. 
• Campus Editor Robin 
Williams, a sophomore jour-
nalism major from Chicago. 
• City Editor Brian 
Huchel, a junior journalism 
major from Mansfield. 
• Student Government 
Editor Scott Boehmer, a 
sophomore journalism 
major from Lake Forest. 
The appointed students 
will remain in these posi-
tions until October when 
new selections are made. 
,_ 
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Tokyo stibway was victim ~ top to CD• W• ftipt 
of terrorist gas attack ~~;:g~ .;:-:.: 
TOKYO (AP) Stepping off 
the subway, Masashi Ito was 
troubled by the funny smell 
coming from a large lunch 
box wrapped in newspapers 
on the platform. Then he saw 
the man sprawled nearby 
having convulsions. 
Ito's own eyes soon began 
to hurt, enough to persuade 
him to go to the hospital. By 
the time he arrived, he was 
unable to move his fingers to 
write his name and was bare-
ly able to talk. 
Like more than 3,200 
other morning rush hour 
commuters and subway 
workers, Ito had been poi-
soned Monday by a lethal 
nerve gas planted by terror-
ists in boxes and jars on one 
of the world's busiest subway 
systems. 
The attack on Tokyo's 
clean and efficient subway 
system, a symbol of pride in 
Japan's principal city, rekin-
dled fears among Japanese 
that their country is not the 
safe, orderly place they had 
always considered it to be. 
Gotfried Bachman, a Swiss 
businessman, said he was 
riding the subway to his 
office in central Tokyo 
around 8 a.m. when he 
noticed a container of what 
he assumed was paint thin-
ner. 
He didn't think anything 
more about it. But by the 
time he got out of the subway 
station onto the street, his 
eyes were hurting, and he 
was losing his vision. 
"I didn't really notice any-
thing until I got off the 
train," Bachman said. 
Hospital corridors in cen-
tral Tok.yo were packed with 
gasping, vomiting, red-eyed 
commuters and subway 
workers overcome by fumes 
from deadly sarin nerve gas 
planted on five subway 
trains. 
Some people were cough-
ing up phlegm, bleeding from 
the nose or suffering from 
blurred vision. Others, hold-
ing ice packs to their fore-
heads and eyes, complained 
of headaches or nausea. Six 
people died. 
By late morning, St. Luke's 
International Hospital, one of 
Tokyo's largest, had to turn 
away all other walk-in 
patients. A sign on the door 
said "Sorry, no examinations 
today because of this great 
accident." 
"It's terrible," said Dr. 
Ryuzo Mikami as he looked 
over patients lying on gur-
neys waiting for treatment or 
sitting in waiting rooms with 
intravenous drips in their 
arms. "We've never had any-
thing like this before." 
Students let out early from 
a central Tokyo school wore 
cloth masks over their faces 
as they left for fear of possi-
ble remaining danger frQm 
the gas. 
The first emergency call 
came from Tsukiji station 
near Tokyo's largest fish 
market about 8: 15 a.m. 
Emergency workers in pro-
tective gear and gas masks 
rushed to several stations as 
choking passengers stag-
gered or were hauled from 
trains. 
At Kainiyacho station on 
the Hibiya line, some 30 pas-
sengers on a platform col-
lapsed after they were over-
come by fumes which were 
strong enough to be smelled 
one level up at the ticket 
hall. 
Irish life, family spotlighted 
in women's month play 
By MEUSSA McCLAIN 
St.ilff Wl1ter 
A play looking at the lives and experiences 
of five passionate Irish sisters who share joy 
and time together as single women opens 
Wednesday in honor of Women's History and 
Awareness Month. 
The theater department chose to sponsor 
"Dancing at the Lughnasa" ~use of the way 
it portrays women as role models, the costume 
designer for the play said. 
"The play shows a very positive aspect of 
women as role models," said Marjorie 
Duehmig, associate professor of theatre arts 
and costume designer for the production. 
"Dancing at the Lughnasa" won a Tony 
Award in 1992. A simultaneous production of 
the play will be running at Parkland College 
in Champaign, Jean Wolski, an instructor of 
theatre arts, said. 
Universit4 Theatre 
Presents 
Brian Friel's 
"The playwright shows 1L great d~al of 
expression for the '"{ell-rounded charact~r~," 
Wolski said. "A. special bond exists between the 
sisters who depend upon each other and sup-
port one another no matter what." 
"The playwright does not sugar coat the 
tragedies which occur, but overall there is a 
very positive aspect of the family. It shows the 
strength of Irish culture upon the family," 
Wolski said. 
The narrator of the play is Michael, an adult 
who talks about his childhood, describing what 
it was like growing up in Ireland while living 
with his mother and four aunts, Wolski said. 
The play opens Wednesday at 8 p.m. in the 
Doudna Fine Arts Center of the Dvorak 
Concert Hall and will run through April 1. 
Matinees will be performed on March 26 and 
April 1 at 2 p.m. 
Admission is $8 for adults and $3.50 for stu-
dents, with valid IDs. 
LUNCH SPCCIALS 
In the Studio 
Doudna fine Arts Center 
8pm • MaPCh 22 ,25, 
.29, 30 & April 1 
2pm • MClrch 26 
&Aprd2 
TrJ..h on sole now al the TiJei Office 
OP bi calling 581- 3110 
• Italian 6eef with Gup 
of soup or salad 
• Chl<iken & Noodles 
real mashed potatoes 
vegetable and roll 
• 6roGGoli and Gheese 
omelette, with soup 
and a muffin 
Evening Specials 
l'bl.-Bft AFim5PM 
•spaghetti , salad 
and garllG bread 
GREAT BREAKFASTS 
EVERY MORNING! 
409 7th St.• 345-7427 
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~Milpitas 
Free Solt Drinll Refill Duling Lunch N Dinner 
Pool · I ' - Bar & J'ool age 21 : "'le\ er a lO\CI 
3-PIECE 
DINNER 
$245 
3 pieces of golden brown fried chicken, 
mashed potatoes & gravy, creamy cole slaw 
and 2 fresh hot biscuits 
2-PIECE $210 
LUNCH 
Try our delicious 
• Bar-B-Que Ribs 
•Livers & Gizzards 
•-Fish Sandwiches 
• Fish Dinner 
JOIN US 7 DAYS A WEEK FOR 
BREAKFAST 
Complete Menu 5-11 ~.m. 
Ask about our 
CATERING• 345-6424 
2-pc. chicken, mashed 
potatoes & gravy, 
slaw & 1 biscuit 
NEW ITEM 
Barbecue 
~orkRibs 
pie Dall7E8.8tel'Il1Wew8 Tuesday, March 21, 1995 
Buchanan announces White House run 
MANCHESTER, N.H. (AP} -
Commentator Patrick Buchanan cast 
himself Monday as the one true conser-
vative in the presidential race, kicking 
off his GOP campaign with pledges to 
look out for "our own country first" and 
to rid America of "the purveyors of sex 
and violence." 
Returning to the state where his 
insurgent candidacy stung President 
Bush three years ago, Buchanan said 
his 1996 campaign was "for those who 
want to make our country America the 
Beautiful again." 
Buchanan portrayed himself as the 
champion of working Americans, and a 
crusader in a "cultural war" against 
lewdness and violence in the media, in 
music and in Il'.}.useums that "welcome 
exhibits that mock our patriotism and 
our faith." 
Even as he formally announced his 
candidacy to about 150 supporters at 
the Manchester Institute of Arts and 
Sciences, demonstrators jostled him 
and invoked a darker interpretation of 
the rosy America Buchanan seeks to 
revive. 
Four protesters leaped toward the 
stage shouting, "Buchanan is a racist" 
and waving signs .comparing him to for-
mer Louisiana Ku Klux Klansman 
David Duke. 
Buchanan reached out his arm and 
pushed one back from the po di um 
before his supporters leaped to hustle 
them from the room. 
Demonstrator Ronn Torossian, 
apokesman for the Coalition for Jewish 
Concerns-Am.cha, said the group had 
shadowed Buchanan on his last presi-
dential campaign, alleging his writings 
and statements betray an anti-Semitic 
outlook. 
"Now you know what we're fighting 
against in this country," said Buchanan. 
He seemed more subdued than usual in 
his subsequent remarks. 
Flanked by his wife, Shelley, and sis-
ter Angela "Bay" Buchanan, he recalled 
California governor Wilson 
considering presidential bid 
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) -
Gov. Pete Wilson has decided to cre-
ate an exploratory committee to 
seek the 1996 Republican nomina-
tion for president, a source close to 
Wilson said Monday. 
"He has instructed his advisers 
to begin preparations for formation 
of an exploratory committee in the 
very near future," said the member 
of Wilson's inner political circle, 
speaking on condition of anonymity. 
It hasn't been decided when 
Wilson will publicly announce he is 
forming the committee. But the 
source said the announcement 
would come sometime after Wed-
nesday and before Wilson's self-
imposed March 3.1 deadline for 
his own Catholic-school childhood and 
lamented that today's schoolchildren 
"are being poisoned against their Judeo-
Christian heritage, against American 
heroes and American history." 
"Together we will chase the purvey-
ors of sex and violence back beneath the 
rocks whence they came," he said. 
Buchanan, who was a speech writer 
for President Nixon and communica-
tions director for President Reagan, 
most recently has been a host of CNN's 
"Crossfire." He unnerved Bush in 1992 
by winning 37 percent of the New 
Hampshire primary vote to Bush's 53 
percent. 
He said Monday he had come back to 
"resume the revolution we began here 
three years ago." However, he does not 
expect to get as Qlally votes as . he d~d. 
then;'when his 8bbWing was in signifi-· 
cant measure an anti-Bush protest. 
revealing his presidential plans. 
"It will be in the very near 
future, before the end of next week. 
It will be a go-ahead," the source 
said. 
The governor had previously 
announced plans to travel to 
Washington, Boston and New York 
next week for a round of private 
fund-raising events to retire a 
$300,000 debt from his $26 million 
1994 're-election campaign. 
Political aides have said those 
events would be exclusively to close 
out the 1994 race's debt, not to 
raise funds for a presidential bid. 
The 61-year-old Wilson was easi-
ly re-elected to a second term as 
governor last year. 
He faces a bigger field of candidates, 
better financed than he is and cam-
paigning on similar conservative issues. 
Already Senate Majority Leader Bob 
Dole, Sen. Phil Gramm of Texas and 
former Education Secretary Lamar 
Alexander have devoted considerable 
time and resources to New Hampshire, 
which holds the nation's first primary. 
While they are aiming to raise at least 
$20 million, much of it from donors giv-
ing the $1,000 limit, Buchanan is rely-
ing on direct mail, radio and an 800 
number to seek smaller contributions. 
Bay Buchanan, who is her brother's 
campaign chairwoman, suggested he 
will have to come in at least second in 
New Hampshire and make a strong 
showing in the Iowa caucuses to keep 
his can;i.paign $0ing. 
"The ·Buchanan brigades are not leap-
year conservatives," Buchanan said. 
Clinton to celebrate war anniversary in Moscow 
WASHINGTON (AP) -
Choosing new friends over old, 
President Clinton will cele~ 
brate the 50th anniversary of 
the allied vict.ory in Europe in 
Moscow rather than London, 
the White House announced 
Monday. 
The decision to accept 
Russian President Boris 
Yeltsin's invitation to be in 
Moscow Ma:y 9 came a mon~ 
after U.S. officials said the 
fighting in Chechnya made it 
unlikely Clinton would join 
the Russian celebration. 
The apparent ~ncession to 
Yeltsin was coupled with the 
second embarrassing moment 
in U.S.-British relations in 
less than a week. 
The British, like the French 
and the Amerkans, celebrate 
the victory over the Nazis a 
day earlier than the Russians. 
Rather than accept Prime 
Minister John Major's invita-
tion to be in London on May 8, 
White House spokesman Mike 
McCurry said Clinton would 
mark the occasion at 
Arlington National Cemetery 
"with U.S. veterans, their fam-
ilies, and their loved ones." 
McCurry said the British "are 
delighted" that Vice President 
Al Gore will represent the 
United States in London. Gore 
also will participate the same 
day in ceremonies in Paris 
and Berlin. 
He said Major will meet 
with Clinton in Washington 
on April 3-4. 
The spokesman said 
"there's no connection I'm 
aware of" between Clinton's 
travel plans and tensions with 
Britain over Northern Ireland. 
Similarly, McCurry said a 
recent spat between the 
United States and France over 
alleged U.S. industrial spying 
did not figure in Clinton's 
decision to pass up celebra-
~nlt1etzsltl( Boatzd ~tzesents 
tions in Western Europe. 
French President Francois 
Mitterrand also plans to par-
ticipate in the Russian cere-
mony. McCurry said the 
Russians "expect a number of 
world leaders to gather in 
Moscow." 
"There's no decision yet: on 
whether Major will be among 
them, according to the British 
Embassy. 
The British made clear last 
week their annoyance over an 
invitation to Irish nationalist 
leader Gerry Adams to a St. 
Patrick's Day celebration at 
the White House, as well as 
the decision to allow Adams to 
raise money in the United 
States. 
ITAHILL 
Y0ednesda1f, /ha~ch 22 
8 pm CJ~and Ball~oOm 
For Tickets, Call The University Ticket Office • 581-5122 
* f.lmited Seatltt~ ffoallable * 
' 
TON HTI 
Lowen i1ra ti Dark 
Leinie, MGD 
Pitchers 
·~ .. · Rail Gin Drinks $·1:5"0',· .~ ..... ;. ~- / 
.. ::~ 
509 Van Bur~n 345-2380 
Th£ Daily Eastern News 
cannot be responsible for 
more than one day's incor-
rect insertion. Report 
errors immediately at 581-
2812. A corrected ad will 
appear in the next edition. 
All classified advertising 
MUST meet the 2 p.m. 
deadline to appear in the 
next day's publication. Any 
ads processed AFTER 2 
p.m. will be published in 
the following day's newspa-
per. Ada cannot be canceled 
AFTER the 2 p.m. dead-
line. 
Classified ads must be 
paid in advance. Only 
accounts with established 
credit may be billed. 
All Advertising submit-
ted to The Daily Eastern 
News is subject to approval 
and may be revised, reject-
ed, or canceled at any time. 
Th£ Daily Eastern News 
assumes no liability if for 
any reason it becomes nec-
essary to omit an advertise-
ment. 
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·Education majors needed to 
nanny for six children in 
Effingham. Two positions avail-
able. Summer evenings 
approximately 20 hours, sum-
mer weekends, approximately 
20 hours. Must have experi-
ence with children and be able 
to plan activities for various 
ages. Only serious need apply. 
342-2131 ext. 101 or 234-4937 
and leave message. 
~--------~1 . Telephone surveyors needed 
part-time hours Monday thru 
Thursday 2:00 to 8:00 pm, Sat 
9:00 to 3:00 pm, work hours of 
your choice (minimal of 15 
hours per week, maximum of 
30 hours). $4 .75 per hour, 
bonuses available. Apply in 
person at 2115 18th St., 
Charleston. 
--------,.---3123 
CAMP COUNSELORS wanted 
for private Michigan boys/girls 
summer camps. Teach: swim-
ming, canoeing, sailing, water-
skiing, gymnastics, riflery, 
archery, tennis, golf, sports, 
computers, camping, crafts, 
dramatics, OR riding . Also 
kitchen, office, maintenance. 
Salary $2100 or more plus R & 
B. Camp LWC/GWC, 1765 
Maple, Nfld., IL 60093. 708-
446-2444. 
_________ 4/19 
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING-
Travel the world while earning 
an excellent income in the 
Cruise Ship & Land-Tour 
Industry. Seasonal & full-time 
employment available. No exp 
necessary. For info. call 1-206-
634-0468 ext. C57385. 
_________ 3128 
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY-
MENT! EARN THOUSANDS 
THIS SUMMER IN CANNER-
! ES, PROCESSORS, ETC. 
MALE/FEMALE. 
ROOM/BOARD/TRAVEL 
OFTEN PROVIDEDI GUIDE. 
GUARANTEED SUCCESS! 
(919)929-4398 ext A1060. 
Classified Ad Form 
Name: ________________ _ 
Address: -----------------
Phone: ____ ~ ____ .Student Q Yes Q No 
Dates to run.~~------~~---_._---~ 
Ad to read: 
Under Classification of: _____________ _ 
Expiration code (office use only) __________ _ 
Person accepting ad, _____ ---'Compoellor ____ _ 
no. wordM!ays mount 41e:$ ____ _ 
Payment Q Cash Q Check Q Credit 
Check number _____ _ 
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first 
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive qay. 15 word minimum. 
Student ads must be paid in advance. 
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads 
considered libelous or in bad taste. 
P.M. WTW0·2 WCIA·3 WAND-7 17 ESPN-24 
BBJ.P 
Pizza maker wanted part time, 
apply in person after 4 PM, 
Pagliai's Pizza, 1600 Lincoln, 
Charleston. 
.,--~---------·516 
Career Opp. for PT Phys. Re-
hab Aide for the 3-11 shift and 
available for weekends. Day 
time hrs. on weekends possi-
ble. Must be organ. & depend-
able. Exper. prefer. but will train 
the right person. Apply in per-
son at 738 18th Street, 
Charleston, IL. EOE. 
-------~.,-----51.6 
HELP WANTED: CAMP NEW 
HOPE IS NOW LOOKING FOR 
MALE AND FEMALE NIGHT 
COUNSELORS FOR THEIR 
SUMMER PROGRAM. THE 
SUMMER SEASON RUNS, 
JUNE, JULY AND AUGUST. IF 
INTERESTED OR HAVE 
QUESTIONS PLEASE CALL 
CAMP HEW HOPE- 895-2341. 
(MON.- FRI.). 
----------'3124 
The CQalitlon Against 
Domestic Violence will train 
individuals interested in 
staffing our hotline. Volunteer 
training begins March 24th. 
Call the CADV for more infor-
mation 348-5931. 
---~-----3124 
Community Integration 
Services is accepting applica-
tions for a Full-Time Case 
Manager. Activities of daily liv-
ing will be taught, including 
understanding mental illness, 
medication management, provi-
sion of linkage to various com-
munity services, etc. Bachelors 
degree required in social work, 
psychology or related counsel-
ing field preferred, or MHP sta-
tus. Must have transportation. 
Salary negotiable; attractive 
benefits package. Send resume 
and 3 letters or reference by 
March 27, 1995 to Lauren 
ftoberts-Koester, Heartland 
Human Servioe,s, .P.O Box 
1047, Effingham, IL 62401. 
(E.0.E.) 
STUDENTS NEEDEDI National 
Parks are now hiring seasonal 
& full-time. Forestry workers, 
park rangers, firefighters, life-
guards, + more. Excellent ben-
efits + bonuses! Call: 1-206-
545-4804 ext. N57385. 
----------417 AA CRUISE SHIPS HIRING! 
EARN BIG $$$ + FREE 
WORLD TRAVEL 
(CARIBBEAN, EUROPE, 
HAWAII, ETC.) SUMMER/PER-
MANENT, NO EXPER. NEC. 
GUIDE. (919)929-4398 ext.-
E1060 
-------..,..--414 College students 18 and over 
who wants to earn excellent 
income on part time basis. 
Male/female call 849-3458 or 
write P.O. Box 220, Toledo, IL 
62468. 
_________ 3127. 
NAPERVILLE IL MOVING 
COMPANY seeking to fill 30-40 
positions for mover's helpers. 
Lots of overtime. $5,000 for 
summer possible. Please call 
708-717-6959. Leave mes-
sage. 
_________ 31.31 
Hey Guys, Need a Job? We 
need HELP! We are looking 
for a few strong guys to be 
landscapers & help at our 
nursery. Must have trans-
portation & be available for 
spring & summer. Apply at 
Four Seasons Garden Center, 
South 4th St., Charleston or 
312 N. Logan, Mattoon. 345-
3613. 
LICENSED MASS. ADOPTION 
AGENCY HELPING THOSE 
CONSIDERING AN ADOPTIVE 
PLACEMENT. LEGAL, CONFl-
DE~'QAL. Al.,LOWABLE 
EXPENSE~ f>A!D, CALL SQ0-
333-3424 FOR MORE INFOR-
MATION. 
_____ ca12/9, 3120-24 
ACROSS 
1 Kind of acid 
•--de 
Trlomphe 
2S Bowling alley 49 Colorado Indian 
so Be in the red 
9 Doesn't read 
carefully 
14 Another kind of 
acid 
ts Mousse 
alternative · 
11 Apportion 
17 Santa Clara Co. 
address 
19 Lose one's 
amateur status 
20Affront 
21--
Speedwagon 
u Finsteraarhorn 
is one 
24 Property 
restriction 
USA·26 
buttons 
28 Bobby, here 
nDraftorg. 
300bsess 
31 Flimflam 
32 Carnation spot 
33 Less 32,Pown 
MOakland 
slugger, 1988 
A.L. M.V.P. 
37 Political 
pamphlet 
39 Skylark maker 
40 City near Sparks 
41 Tutu event 
43Summit 
441 Summer drink 
47 "Rabbit, Run· 
and "Rabbit 
Redux, • e.g. 
48"--Lisa" 
WGN-16 9C 
51 Bullet type 
13 "A Year in 
Provence· 
author Peter 
u "Forget it!" 
51 Shower time 
H In high spirits 
IO Cicero's was 
Tullius 
•1 Oozes 
a Make a 
palindromic 
living? 
&3 Upright 
DOWN 
1 Two Byzantine 
emperors 
2Some 
Mideasterners 
3 Gets the soap 
out 
4--Joe,of 
"Tom Sawyer" 
a Refrigerate 
t Census info 
7Roomtype 
t Bordeaux, e.g. 
9 Nigeria's former 
capital 
10 Jeff Lynne rock 
band 
11 "The Godfather" 
'ct or 
12 "A Chorus Line" 
song "What I 
Did--" 
13 Cork In a bottle 
ti Zebra feature 
22 Summer on the 
Seine 
6:00 Wheel of Fortune News News SportsCenter Wings l.oY9 Connection 
6:30 Cops Entmt. Tonight Wheel of Fortune College Buketball Wings Jeffersons 
Loving Catholic family eager 
to provide love, travel, finan-
cial security and beautiful new 
home for newborn. Registered 
nurse mom/computer 
Program Designer Dad. 
Married 12 years. Private and 
confidential. Please call 
Hank/Elaine at 1-800-493-
BABY (2229) or our attorney, 
Theresa, 309-692-1087, any-
time. 
.rtise 
with 
Th·"'--Easter, , 
MORTAR BOARD MEETING at Bpm in the Kansas Room, MLK Union. 
There will be a guest speaker. Mandatory attendance for all new mem-
bers 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Sacrament of Penance is cancelled 
today due to Fr. Bob being out of town. 
FAITH BUILDERS FELLOWSHIP meeting at 7pm in the 
Charleston/Mattoon Room, MLK Union. Everyone is welcome to attend. 
DELTA SIGMA THETA is sponsoring "Coin Wars" all day. 
THE WRITING CENTER is providing the "Writing Competency Exam 
Workshop" from 4-6pm in Coleman Hall to help students prepare for the 
Writing Comp Exam. 
STUDENT ASSOC FOR Recreation meeting at 8pm in 138 McAfee. 
Social at Charleston Lanes following. 
ROTARACT MEETING AT 6pm at the Stix Banquet Facility. If you have 
questions, call Dan at 2784. 
SPECIAL OLYMPICS VOLUNTEER Forms are due before 4:30pm on 
March 24 to 112 Buzzard. Forms are available in 112 Buzzard. Please 
volunteer! 
WOMEN'S STUDIES COUNCIL Awards Reception at 7pm at the 
Tarble Arts Center. Musical performance by Karen Larvick Sanders and 
Marilyn Cotes: 
BACCHUS MEETING AT 6pm in the Paris Room, MLK Union. 
STUDENT ASSOC OF Family and consumer Sciences (SAFCS) meet-
ing at 5:30pm in 110 Kiehm. Speaker will be from D.C.F.S. 
CAREER PLANNING AND Placement Center is sponsoring "Job 
Hunting for International Students" from 4:30-5:30pm in the KanUI 
Room, MLK Union. Free to all students & alumni. 
STUDENT WELLNESS ASSOC meeting (bi-weekly) at 6:30pm in 207 
SAC. This is a required meeting for All members; call the office if you 
cannot attend. 
GREEK WEEK COLLEGIATE Bowl meeting at 6pm in the Kansas 
Room, MLK Union. Collegiate Bowl Captains must attend. 
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are nm free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for 
any non-prof!! campus organlzat!gnal event. All Clips should be submitl8cl to 
The Daily Esstem News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE 
OA.rE OF EVENT. Example; an event scheduled for Thursday should be 
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON·Wedneselay. (lbulllday ls deadlnl 
tor Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLN! 
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that ti 
illegible or contains conflicting lnfonnation WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may bl 
edited for available space. 
53 
51 
61 
Puzzle by Midi Gaflney 
HBigwig 
27Having a 
market, as 
goods 
30Speedy 
31 Part of a royal 
flush 
32 Batty 
33 Splinter group 
34 Bronte heroine 
35 Void's partner 
31 Bedtime for 
Alonzo 
37 Psychological 
injuries 
38 Bureaucracy 
41 Theatrical finale 
42 Settle a score 
43Still ahead 
44"Holdon~ 
45 Company with a 
subsidiary 
47 Christmas 
songs 
41 Word before 
league or domo 
52 Sandberg of 
baseball 
54 Backtalk 
18 Maryland's 
state tree 
57 Three-way 
circuit 
7:00 Wings Rescue 911 Full House 
7:30 Mad About You Me and The Boys 
Murder, She 
Wrote 
Star Search ova Unsolved Mysteries Movie: 
8:00 Frasier Movie: HomelmpnM. 
8:30 John Laroquette Grace Under Fire 
9:00 Dateline NBC NYPDBlue 
9:30 
10:00 News News News SportsCenter 
10:30 Jayl.eno David (10:35) Married ... (10:35) 
Boxing 
Wmgs 
Wings 
Black Sheep 
Squadron 
News 
Election Coverage 
round the World 
n BO days 
Frontline 
Movie: 
Star Trek: 
Bear Fl· Line 
Unsolwd Myst Cops .. Terra X Red Green 
Cops Treasurv Hunlels Movie 
LU IFIED h"VEBTI 
3 Females looking for extra 
roommate male or Female 
95/96. $160 month plus 1/4 
utilities. Call Noelle or Amy 
345-5738. 
Sublessors Needed: Stay Cool 
this summer! Duplex apartment 
Available for 2-3 people. A.C., 
2 bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths and 
patio great for grilling out! Pets 
allowed. Call Stacy or Michelle 
at 345-1618. 
--~-----~3124 
811Diessor needed. Air condi-
tioned, 1 bedroom apartment. 
Close fo campus. Security 
building which includes laundry 
facilities. Reasonable rent. Call 
348-1728. 
________ 3124 
Park Place II- Summer '95 
Nicely, Furnished 3BR, Low 
Utilities and great location. Call 
348-5223. 
~----.....,.........,...,.-3122 
1 •ublessor needed for sum~ 
mer. 3 bedrooms , fully fur-
nished, own room. Call 345-
1520 for details. 
-------~3124 
Nice-close to campus furnished 
houses for 1995-96 school 
year. 12 month lease, $195/mo. 
Call 345-3148 evenings. 
_________ 511 
Fall '95 Nice House for 3-5 gins 
near EIU. Furnished. 348-8406. 
--------~-511 Spacious 4 Bedroom house, 
Low utilities. Free Laundry & 
parking. PETS ALLOWED! 
Jackie/Deb 581-8016. 
-------~·3124 
3 bedroom Duplex, 1718 1 oth 
for 95-96 school year. Burt & 
Burt Enterprises. Call 232-4466 
for appointment. This is a local 
call. 
-------~·3/31 
FOR SUMMER- ONE BED-
ROOM UNFURNISHED APT-
NICE, CLOSE TO CAMPUS, 
LOW UTILITIES-
$325/MONTH. CALL 348-5575. 
_______ .3/10,20-4 
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE 
FURNISHED APARTMENTS 
CENTRAL AIR, POOL. ONLY 
A FEW CHOICE APART-
MENTS LEFT. 345-6000. 
------~-_,516 
Summer, 5 bedroom house 314 
Polk, 3 bedroom· house 1806 
11th, 2 bedroom apartment. 
348-5032. 
-------~·3124 
Two and three-bedroom hous-
es for Fall 95-96. All close to 
campus. 345-3554. 
---------~·3124 
Two Quiet Renters for nice 
2BDR apt. between EIU and 
Wal-Mart. Part furn. $265.00 
each inclu water, alee., trash, 
cable, 12 month lease Dep. 
and ref. req. 348-0979. 
-------~3124 
Leasil\g for fall : 2 bedroom 
furnished apartments. Close 
to campus . No pets! 345-
7286. Now leasing, 1 995-96 school year. Two-bedroom furnished 
apartments. McArthur Manor 2--4 BE_D_RO_O_M...,... -H-O_U_SE_S_F~~ 
Apartment, 913-917 Fourth St. 4 STUDENTS EACH. 1919 9th 
345-2231Monday-Friday,8-5. St and 1222 DIVISION. Call 
A.~ ri-aUab- -le-J-un-e-.-1-an_d_2_b!J- 348-0091. . 
3123 
room furnished or unfurnished. On• or t~o _ IJellraom 
10 or 12 mo~th 1~~-::V!a.ter: ·-" .apartwwmvavall'af>tii ."iOJaii~Cto 
and .tras~ patd:t N~<peta.,,~o"iSl!t'm.cw a'OW'e°l1a"ftfuP'lllb~ ~ 
4th St.-caJl 348-7748. .. - -
511 
3-45~33. · . " . -1-1 • 
Two bedrooms for 3 or 4 peo- 413 
Pie avail. Fall •95. Furnished, 2 Bedroom Furnished apart-ment Above Panthers. Girls dishwasher, garbage disposal, s2 0 ch laundry facilities. Call 345- only. 1 ea • water & trash 
2363. included. 348-0288. --~-~-----..13123 
, ...... --..,..--------511 
Houses for 4-5 students. 
Furnished. Close to EIU. No 
pets. 345-6621. Leave mes-
sage. 
_________ 511 
Leasing for fall: 2 bedroom fur-
nished apartments. Close to 
campus. No pets! 345-7286. 
' 515 
GIRLS 3 bedroom furnished 
house, good location. 
Available August 16th, wash-
er, dryer and AC. One year 
lease. NO pets rent $630/mo. 
Call 345-7286. 
-----~..-~-511 
286 IBM COMPUTER WITH 
30MB HARO DRIVE. MONI-
TOR, DOT MATRIX PRINTER. 
0-DOS, LOTUS 123, NOR-
TON, MICRO WORD, Q & A, & 
8 IN 1 INCLUDED. $200 
0/8/0. CALL 581-3122. 
-----~---,--'3123 
Miyata .Road Bike $150 fast, 
lightweight excellent cond. 345-
9593. 
________ .31'21 
Calvin and Hobbes 
>tWR HOOSE 15 OV9t ™ERE. 
WANT ME. TC> t>~W '100 A 
MAP Of \.\OW \D G£r 11-1~? 
Doonesbury 
ITS 1' l!)T MOK£ OBIJIOOS 
n.l~T iO\J'R~ NC>T COii.iN<:, 
"R> NY \.IOIJ~SE.:::·:....' .i:===:::::::::t 
_r __ Po _ _ ll11.11 __ __,t .__IThe-l-ad-1'es_oli_f:ttA_LlBP_'ilD'HA_G_ .. AM_M__,A Make Your lUlll 
Hero Extreme Mtn. Bike 20 in. 
Excellent cond. $425. 345- DELTA hope everyone had a Fr1"ends' b"1 rthday 9593. great break and good luck with 
______ __ 3127 the rest of the semester. 
FOR SALE: Sony 10 Oise 3121 BIG SURPRISE Audio CD player with remote. ALPHA GAMS: Get ,psyched I: a 
Call 345-2755. for Greek Sing! Everyone : 
-~-__..'--___ 3124 sounds great! e • th B. rt h d d . 
1994 Trek 920, many features, 3121 w I a I ay a I n 
Forest Green, less than 15 mi. ALPHA GAM TUGS: You are : 
$400. 345-3128. doing a wonderful job! Keep up : Th D 'J E t -~------'3124 ~~~~~~ty:.rk· your sisters are i I ~ B 8/ Y 8 5 e fn 
LOST: brown Guess watch 
somewhere in Buzzard. Please 
return it to the Student 
Publications Office, 127 
Buzzard. 
---~---~3121 
FOUND: glasses in Physical 
Science washroom. Contact 
Susan at 581-2626 to identify. 
-------~·3121 
PINK PANTHER TRYOUTS 
March 21-23 6-10 P.M. Lantz 
Gym. 
___ _ ____ .3/21 . 
ARE YOU SEARCHING FOR 
A JOB? Get a great looking 
resume at Copy Express. 
MLK, Jr. Univ. Union- Room 
202- 581-3820. 
_______ __;31'24 
Hey Gump- I may not surprise 
you often but at least I make 
you laugh. But there are alot 
more surprises to come. -Kel. 
_ _ ___ __ __;3121 
Anne Giarrante of Tri-Sigma, 
Keep up the GREAT work dur-
ing the New Member Program! 
Your Big Sis loves you! Sigma 
love, Courtney. 
_______ __:3/21 
C::heap, Ch~ap, Cheap j:ln_d we 
-w ·a1~ the--wo~. c9pY'. .Exbr~~. 'f..ID<~ ·jr:{JniVtinroTI .- ~rJl ·202, 
581 -3820. 
_______ __;3124 
Sigma Phi Epsilon Informal 
Rush this Saturday at noon. 
Come enjoy some Barbequed 
food and meet the guys. For 
more Info or questions Call 
Craig at 581-2718. 
_;___...;...~~-~3124 
Jonesy- How many times did I 
hear this on Spring Break: Are 
you kidding me!... I'm not talk-
ing to her for the rest of the 
night... and my favorite-
Alrighty then! Gotcha, Captain 
Mo. 
-------~·3121 
WORKING WITH A COLLEGE 
STUDENT'S BUDGET? Then 
Copy Express is the place for 
you. 581-3820- Rm 202 MLK, 
Jr. Univ. Union. 
______ ....._--'31'24 
M'f t<\OM ~!-It> 'iOIJR 
~-' '(()) 1"\""~ 
I Mt.OE. 1"1':> UP? 
'(O.) 1"1MI::. I Wr+rr 
lt> Rt. "tRt P.,:) 
3121 E Ne u15 Congratulations· to KERRY VV, 
SCHERER of ALPHA GAMMA E 
DELTA on getting pinned to IAN : 
ESKRA of SIGMA Pl. Your sis- E 
ters are happy for you. 
::---:------_,,--'3121 
Panther's now open. Beer and 
shot specials. Wednesday night 
5 cent drafts. Help wanted. 
Apply tonight. 
-------~3121 
Joey's: Sandwiches made with 
our Homemade Bread and 
Buns; DELIVERED VERY, 
VERY, VERY, VERY FAST: 
DELICIOUS!! JOEY'S: 
REMEMBER, YOUR DAD 
WANTS YOU TO EAT AT 
JOEY'S. (WE DELIVER BEEF-
NOT GREASE) 345-2466. 
3127 P-l~N~K-P~A-N~T~H~E~R~T~R-Y-'OUTS 
March 21-23 6-10 P.M. Lantz 
Gym. 
---------..J3/24 
When your 
money's 
running out, 
and the rent 
. . 1s coming 
.. Q. ,.,(, o:;;'-l due ..... , :~ ..... 
• C) ~en your~-· ,, 
stuff 
in The 
News' 
Classifieds! 
THEY 
WILL 
WORK 
FOR 
YOU!! 
by Bill Watterson 
Will.. I~ f.\'( !.\Olli~ R'Jl.£ 
IW-.T 'IO\l CP..N. SIT IN. OOR 
'fARO, 'BVT 'fOO C~~T 
C.Olo\~ \~ U\E \«)IJSE.. 
'io.JR M.Olo\ \)\!MT 
~'( \W..T! 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
Advertiser _______________ _ 
Phone/Address ___________ _ 
Date to run ______ _.~pted by _ __...., 
Cost: $12 OCash DC heck# __ _ 
HOW: Fill out the 
ad below and take 
it to the Student 
Publications 
business office 
with payment. 
WHEN: 3 business 
days before the ad 
is to be published. 
I 
I Write your • 
message in the :I 
blank to the left. 
..__I 
Limit your ad = 
::. - lines (please). _me~l?age to 4 I 
Bring in a photo of your birthday friend and we 
will place it in the ad for you! Be sure to write I 
your name/phone number on the back of the 
photo. i 
01 .......... _.._ •• IAQ ...... - ....... _. •• ._.. ... J 
*The 10 words for $1 is available to any non-commercial indi-
vidual who wishes to sell an item or items priced lower than 
$300 (max. of 3 items). NO CHANGES OR REFUNDS. All 
items must be priced. ALL ADS MUST BE PRE-PAID. 
Name=----------------~ 
Address: ___ ~ ____ Phone: _____ _ 
Dates to run----------
Message: (one word per line) 
Person accepting ad ____________ _ 
Expiration code (office use only) __ 
No. wordsldays _ _____ __ .... Amounf due:$ ___ _ 
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Jordan hoping for one last surprise 
DEERFIELD (AP) - Michael Jordan 
has rewritten the NBA record book, 
has sold shoes and sports drinks sim-
ply by smiling, and has been wor-
shipped by fans from Chicago to 
Shanghai. 
There's no more famous athlete on 
the planet. 
Yet there was Jordan on Monday, 
one day after his electrifying comeback 
t.o pro basketball, talking about sneak-
ing up on the rest of the NBA 
"That's one of my strategies," he said. 
•A lot of guys haven't seen me play. It 
might take an adjustment period." 
He said that after he told agent 
David Falk and Chicago Bulls owner 
Jerry Reinsdorf he wanted t.o give up 
his baseball experiment and return t.o 
basketball, they tried t.o talk him int.o 
waiting until next season. 
"I said, 'Well, it kind of gives us a 
psychological edge this year,' 0 Jordan 
said. "To come back now, it kind of 
takes some teams by surprise." 
The first game of his comeback even 
surprised Jordan. 
He hadn't played in an NBA game 
since June 20, 1993, when he led the 
Bulls t.o their third consecutive champi-
onship. Nevertheless, he played 43 
minutes Sunday in Chicago's 103-96 
overtime loss at Indiana. 
"I was very sore last night but I just 
soaked a little while and came back out 
today. I feel fine," Jordan said after 
Monday's two-hour practice. "I was 
very surprised. The competitive side of 
me wanted t.o he in there. But physical-
ly, I was a little weak. That's one of the 
reasons I kind of started cramping up, 
because my body wasn't really ready 
for it yet." 
Jordan can't blame shorts 
for his own short-comings 
DEERFIELD CAP) - As it turDa 
0'1t, Midia.eJ Jordan doea, indeed, 
mow ma front ttom bis back. 
It ~ that Jordan WOl8 bia 
llhorts backward during hie come-
back game Sunday at Indiana. 
~ Chieqo Bulla equipment 
manaaer Johe ~owakl 
revealed Monday; the little BA 
wymbol on Jordali,• ahorta simply 
bad been EIL'tt OD flotbe bicS instead 
pfthe&ant.. 
"J had my sbm1:s OD light.• Jordan 
eaid aft.el' Mondai• practice. -They 
just did tbem ~ 1 lmaw it. J t.ied 
them from the front. I knew they 
weren't on bMkward." 
He hadn't been quite BO sure 
Sunday. 
After the Bulls 103-96 overtime 
Joas to the Pacera. Jordan couldn't 
believe it· when a repotter asked him 
How will he deal with leg cramps in 
the future? 
"Just drink a lot of Gatorade," he 
said. 
Then he flashed that $30 million 
smile and winked. 
Jordan spent so much time pitching 
products and swinging at pitches after 
leaving basketball that he almost for-
got what it was like t.o be Di an NBA 
game. 
"As much as I tried to search my 
why be bad worn b.i8 1hortJ back-
rinl. 
"Nol a.J1y'r' be laid. A few truat--
ed friend• t.old him that be had, 
indeed. put them on -.rraag. Aft.el' a 
pame. Jorda &aid: "Must be why t 
..,. 80 biicl.. 
Adu1IJ, be wun\ an that bad. Be 
scored 19 points and had six 
rebound•. •ix aasiata and three 
st.eaJa. 
He a1sO played '3 minutes after 
not having comp.t.ed tdnce the Bulla 
won the 1993 NBA title. 
Be did mia 21 of28 shots and had 
some trouble communjcating with 
hit teammatu, moat of whom 
weren't around during Jordan's pre-
vious nine-J'8BI' taur Of duty with the 
Bulla. 
But he muldn•t blame the shorm 
£ar thoee ahorkominp. 
memory in terms of how t.o prepare, it 
was real different," he said. "I think 
going through those 43 minutes gave 
me a frame of mind in terms of how t.o 
atljust t.o a game again. 
"The biggest key is t.o try t.o slow my 
process, my body, down t.o adjust t.o a 
game, pace it a little bit t.o where rm 
productive every minute and not trying 
to be overproductive every minute. 
That's t.ough for me. But I think in a 
couple of games, I'll adjust." 
Jordan missed 21ofhis28 sliots, but 
he did have 19 points, six rebounds, six 
assists and three steals. 
"They weren't the greatest high-
lights," he said, "but I was glad t.o he 
back." 
The Bulls next play Wednesday 
against the Celtics in Jordan's fmal 
visit t.o Bost.on Garden. 'Tm just happy 
to have an opportunity to play in it 
before they rip it down," he said. 
His first home game is Friday 
against the Orlando Magic. 
Jordan hopes to use those games, 
and the 14 regular-season contests that 
follow, t.o get acclimated to his team-
mates. Only Scottie Pippen, B.J. 
Armstrong and Will Perdue were 
around for his first nine-year stint with 
the Bulls. 
"The biggest thing for me is not t.o 
change this team, but t.o try t.o fit m,• 
he said. "They were doing very well 
over the last 18 months. I just want t.o 
add to that and make them a little 
more dangerous. I'm not trying to 
reconstruct the team or create any new 
identity." 
Coach Phil Jackson had t.o tell his 
players not t.o look for Jordan so often 
Sunday. 
"He said, 'We're going t.o him in situ-
ations that he's not ready,' " Jordan 
said. "The competitive side of me want-
ed t.o do it, but physically, I wasn't quite 
ready for that yet." 
Despite his belief that he may be 
able t.o sneak up on opponents, Jordan 
knows there's no sneaking up on the 
public - which had been hoping for his 
comeback almost since the day he left. 
"I think the whole world has an eye 
on me," he said. 
Worker falls to death 
in Olympic Stadium 
Early NCAA tourney games 
will be tough act to follow 
ATLANTA (AP) - A con-
struction worker fell t.o his 
death Monday when metal 
beams holding up a bank of 
lights at the new Olympic 
Stadium buckled and col-
lapsed as he worked on 
them. 
Two other workers were 
injured in the first major 
accident at a construction 
site for the 1996 Summer 
Games in Atlanta. 
T,he worker who died 
was not immediately iden-
tified. Most work on the 
85,000-seat stadium was 
halted while authorities 
combed the structure to 
determine what caused the 
accident. 
Witnesses said the dead 
work.er was in a safety har-
ness when the horizontal 
part of the tower, which 
resembled an upside-down 
L, began to fold inward. 
The man fell away from the 
t.ower, and both he and the 
structure crashed into 
bleachers below. 
"At first it was slow, then 
it was just like that," said 
Rick Jones, a witness who 
was driving near the con-
struction site. 
Construction worker 
Thomas Houston said the 
dead worker was hanging 
from the beams by a har-
ness when they fell. 
"When I looked, I saw 
the guy flipping. He didn't 
move, man. That was it," 
Houst.on said. 
Atlanta Fire Department 
spokesman Tim Szymanski 
said two other workers 
were injured, although only 
one was taken t.o a hospital. 
The other refused treat-
ment, he said. 
Georgia Baptist Hospital 
said it received one injured 
person, who was in satis-
factory condition with a 
bruised hip and head 
injuries. 
Witnesses said the two 
men were injured by falling 
banks of light fixtures. 
Mayor Bill Campbell 
said the light structure had 
been in place for about a 
week. No work was being 
done on it Monday, but the 
dead worker had been per-
forming "minor, inconse-
quential" work on the top 
just before it collapsed, he 
said. 
The stadium, centerpiece 
of the 1996 Summer 
Games, was "t.opped off" by 
union workers last week 
when steel work was com-
pleted. 
Part of the ceremony 
involved hoisting a tree to 
the top of the structure, a 
symbol that no lives had 
been lost during construc-
tion. 
About 120 structural 
steelwo.rkers began putting 
the framework up last sum-
mer, about 10 months after 
groundbreaking. 
The $168.8 million stadi-
um, now a little more than 
half finished, is to be com-
pleted this fall. 
It will be the site of the 
Games' opening and closing 
ceremonies, as well as track 
and field events. 
By The Associated Press 
The 15 games left in the 
NCAA tournament have a 
tough act t.o follow. 
With six overtime games, a 
few early upsets and a bunch 
of blunders and buzzer beat-
ers, the first two rounds had 
everything a basketball fan 
could want. 
One TV was not enough. 
The next act starts Thurs-
day night with the first 
games in the round of 16. 
Following the Beatles on the 
Ed Sullivan Show might have 
been easier. 
On Sunday alone, three of 
the tournament's greatest 
moments looked a lot like 
some of the NCAA's best high-
lights from years past. 
Tyus Edney's length-of-the 
court drive covering 4.8 sec-
onds for UCLA's game-win-
ning shot against Missouri 
looked like Danny Ainge's 
sprint that shocked Notre 
Dame in BYU's 51-50 win in 
the 1981 East Regional semi-
finals. 
Don Reid's rebound and 
basket off Allen lverson's air-
ball gave Georgetown the 
buzzer-beating win over 
Weber State. The play was 
similar to North Carolina 
State's 54-52 title game win 
over Houston in 1983 when 
Lorenzo Charles dunked 
Dereck Whittenburg's airball 
at the buzzer. 
Lawrence Moten's timeout 
when Syracuse had none left 
in a loss t.o Arkansas immedi-
ately had people bringing up 
Chris Webber's similar mis-
take in Michigan's 77-71 
championship game loss to 
North Carolina in 1993. 
Those harried endings 
capped four days of OTs, 
upsets and emotion. 
Old Dominion's triple OT 
win over Villanova was the 
tournament's longest game in 
13 years. 
Two No. 14 seeds won, and 
another could have if a buzzer 
shot hadn't bounced off the 
rim. And for every group of 
buggers and jumpers, there 
were just as many locker 
rooms full of criers. 
The eight highest seeds -
four No. ls and four No. 2s -
are still going, and none of 
the remaining teams are 
seeded lower than sixth. The 
round of 16 will also he with-
out a team from the Big Ten -
the first time that's haP1 
pen ed. 
Six Big Ten teams startecl 
and fiv~ lost in the firs 
round. 
Purdue lost in the seconil 
round. 
As bad as the first two 
rounds were for the Big Ten; 
they were perfect for the 
ACC, which has four teamt 
still alive - one in each 
region. The SEC has thr 
and the Big Eight and B' 
East still have two. 
The Daily EW!ite:rn Newl!ii 
Opening day 
approaches 
without deal 
NEW YORK (AP) -Acting commissioner Bud 
Selig and union head Donald Fehr met secretly 
kt.Washlngton on Monday in an effort to restart 
the strike talks that broke down March 4. 
With just 13 days remaining .until the start 'or 
the season, owners appeared intent on opening 
with replacements April 2. Both sides agree it 
would be impossible for the major leaguers to 
begin the season on time. 
The meeting wasn't announced in advance by 
either players or owners, but sources on both 
sides confirmed its existence to The Associated 
Press. The meeting was to continue Tuesday. 
If the sides find a basis to resume full-scale 
bargaining, talks probably would resume this 
week either in Atlanta, Florida, New York or 
Wa.8hlngton, according to one person familiar 
with the discussions. · 
The person, who s:P<>ke on the condition he not 
be identified, said the session was designed to 
give Selig and Fehr the Chance to tell each other 
where their sides stood in the talks. 
It was designed as a 1-on-1 session, but union 
lawyer Lauren Rich also was in Washington, as 
were management lawyers Chuck O'Connor and 
Rob Manfred. 
Management's last proposal, made March 4, 
was for a 50 percent luxury tax on the portions 
of payrolls above the average, which was $40. 7 
million in 1994 according to the owners' method 
of accounting. Under that plan, 15 teams would 
have paid a tax, topped by the Detroit Tigers at 
$8 million. 
The players' last proposal, made the same 
day, was for a 25 percent tax on the portions of 
payrolls above 133 percent of the average ($54.1 
million). Detroit would have been the only team -
over that threshold and would have paid a tax of 
$663,633. 
Two major stickin~ints :wmain iit addition 
to the tax level. 
Owners want to elimiI\ate salary arbitration, 
and players say any players currently eligible 
for arbitration must be made eligible for free 
agency if the process is eliminated. 
In addition, players want the luxury tax to 
phase out after three years, the so-called sunset 
provision. 
Phoenix coach 
shOws interest 
in Big Ten job 
MADISON, Wis. (AP) - Dick Bennett will 
consider taking the University of Wisconsin 
basketball coaching job after all. 
The UW-Green Bay coach met .with UW 
Athletic Director Pat Richter Monday· in 
Green Bay and apparently had a change of 
heart after insisting earlier that he was no 
longer interested in coaching the Badgers. 
Richter spurned Bennett in favor of Stu 
Jackson in 1992 and again last year when he 
hired Stan Van Gundy, 35, without even call-
ing Bennett about the post he'd long coveted. 
Bennett, who recently built his dream 
house in Green Bay after raising the Phoenix 
into a team that competes with the nation's 
best programs, said he will take a week to 
think things over. 
"After meeting with Pat Richter earlier 
today, I've decided that I have a great deal to 
think about," Bennett said in a statement. 
"I am going to take this week to evaluate 
what we talked about. I am well aware of 
what I stated before the job opened. I am no 
longer in a position to make a definitive 
statement," Bennett said. "I need time away 
from the scrutiny to evaluate a number of 
things. Pat encouraged me to do the same." 
Richter, who said Saturday that Bennett 
was his first choice for the job, said the meet-
ing "was a good, productive session where we 
were able to exchange information and 
address questions that each of us had." 
"I am hopeful that he will continue to eval-
uate his interest in the position," Richter 
said. 
::J l di li-:1.J 
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Softball __ 
• From Page 12 
Eastern had five hits in the game with five 
Lady Panthers each collecting one hit. 
In Eastem's second game against Furman, 
Turley bounced back, but it was on the offen-
sive side. She went 3-for-4 with 2 RBI while 
helping Eastern to a 6-4 victory. The Lady 
Panthers collected 10 hits in the victory. 
The Lady Panthers' remat.ch from last sea-
son's Mid-Continent Conference Tournament 
against the University of Illinois at Chicago 
turned to UIC's favor. Flames pitcher Destiny 
Mollison pitched a one hitter with 13 strike-
outs, leading UIC to a 6-0 triumph over 
Eastern. 
"UIC's pit.cher was on and they took control 
early," Perine said. "That's going to happen 
sometime." 
Turley kept Eastem's momentum going in 
its next game against N orthem Iowa, pitching 
a shutout and going 2-for-2 with 3 RBI as the 
Lady Panthers dropped Northern Iowa 4-0. 
But with a 4-0 defeat to Indiana University, 
which Eastern defeated March 5 at the 
Southern Illinois University Classic, Eastem's 
record fell to 2-3 at the tournament. 
"Offensively, we showed (ourselves) that we 
can hit," Perine said. "We scored some runs. 
When we hit and score, we showed that we 
could win. 
"Defensively, we did an excellent job. We 
put a lot of emphasis on defense, and it's one 
of our strongest points. Offensively, we did 
alright. We didn't hit poorly. We just haven't 
put our offense and defense together consis-
tently." · 
Perine said one aspect that needs improve-
ment is the large amount of runs that were 
given up in first innings of Eastem's three 
losses. The Lady Panthers gave up a total of 
11 runs over the first innings of the three 
games. 
FILE PHOTO 
Pitcher Tom Brabeck winds to throw a pitch during a 
recent practice in Lantz Fieldhouse. 
"That's an adjustment that I will have to 
make as a coach, and I will talk to my pit.chers 
about it," Perine said. "Our pitchers were 
unable w make the adjustments: We have to 
be more ready from the first pitch. When we 
scored first, we won. But we just can't win if 
we keep giving up runs." 
Perine said she was happy with the team's 
overall play and the ability to keep its intensi-
ty throughout the whole tournament. Baseball. ___ _ 
"Our focus and concentration was high," she 
said. "To see that this early in the season is 
very encouraging. Our focus dropped only a 
couple times, but we were able to reorganize 
and refocus." 
• From Page 12 Willy Hilton leads the 
team in that category 
with a 2.01 mark. He is also second for on-
base percentage with a 
.417 average and is tied 
for the team lead in dou-
bles with three. 
The Panther pitching 
staff will hope to improve 
on its 5.96 team earned 
run average. Senior 
He has allowed only 
five earned runs in 22.3 
innings pitched. 
Although Hilton has 
allowed a team high 10 
walks, he is second on 
the staff in strike outs 
with 12. 
Perine said that senior infielder Luann 
Schleeter, who suffered a tom anterior cruci-
ate ligament in practice during the second 
week of March, will be lost for the rest of the 
season. 
Perine said that Schleeter will get a second 
opinion at the end of this week or the begin-
ning of next week regarding surgery. 
Football ____________ _ 
• From Page 12 
his starting job will definitely 
improve the mental aspect of his 
game. 
"It's great not having to look 
over my shoulder - like I'm 
always on the bubble," Mauch 
said. "It kind of gives me a sense 
of relief that it's on me now to go 
out and do the job." 
Practice already?: Although 
the nation is huddled around tele-
vision sets watching Michael 
Jordan's return to basketball and 
following the NCAA tournament 
as it unfolds, college football 
teams are practicing already. 
The NCAA allows schools 15 
days of spring football practice, 
and Panther head coach Bob Spoo 
is ready to solidify his lineup dur-
ing practices which start on April 
3. 
"Mainly we're going to try to 
determine who are the best 11 
people on both sides of the ball 
and make sure they're groomed 
well enough (for the season)," 
l J • l' 
Spoo said. 
Spoo said that many of the 
transfers and younger players will 
get much of the work. Veterans 
will practice also but not to the 
extent of those that aren't definite 
starters. 
"We think we need to temper 
the amount of work that some of 
our veterans are going to get," 
Spoo said. "Guys like Tim Carver, 
James Dorsey and Chris 
Anderson - guys that were virtu-
ally starters last year and got 
some playing time, we need to 
temper the contact with those 
guys. 
"There's a lot of guys that do 
need a lot of work and they'll get 
the bulk of it. But our veterans we 
think we can cool off. We'll give 
them a few hits but we'll be very 
sensible in that respect." 
Lost for good: Besides the 
quarterbacks, the Panthers will 
also be without some other play-
ers that were to contribute heavi-
ly this season. 
Junior tight end Mike Tarpey, 
junior defensive end Joe Pale and 
'H< ..J ;Lr.I I' I 
junior cornerback-Jay Buchanan 
are not going to be putting on the 
pads this season. 
Tarpey will not compete in his 
final season, leaving Rick Mullin 
and Mike Mangan as the only 
tight ends. 
The staff had hoped that Pale 
would be granted a fifth year, but 
their request was shot down. 
"We petitioned for an extra year 
because of some personal family 
circumstances that occurred back 
in his (Pale's) first two years of 
junior college and it was denied," 
Spoo said. "It's really unfortunate. 
I know it's a hard situation for 
him and for all of us really." 
Buchanan was to return to a 
very strong defensive backfield 
but an oversight showed that 
Buchanan did compete as a fresh-
man; thus, he will not be allowed 
to play a fifth season. 
Sophomore offensive lineman 
Torrey McRae will probably not 
play either. due to an ongoing 
injury to his leg. 
- Compiled by Paul Dempsey 
Road to equity takes another t11rn 
Men swimmers, 
wrestlers react 
to reinstatement 
"I'm really happy and ecstatic," 
Habben said. "I went into the pool 
today and I saw some of the other 
swimmers. They were quite happy." 
With the decision, Habben 
explained that some of his team-
mates that once thought about trans-
ferring to other schools, will be in 
Charleston when the season begins in 
the fall. 
wrestler David Pena was at the 
NCAA National Wrestling Champ-
ionship in Iowa City, Iowa last Friday 
when head coach Ralph McCausland 
found out that the teams would be 
back for another season. 
tive attitude about it. 
"But there was always that little 
_doubt that we weren't going to (be 
reinstated). Now we can breath a 
sigh of relief." 
Another aspect that Pena said 
makes the decision more sweet is 
proving some of the critics wrong. By DAN FIELDS 
Staff writer 
"The news came from Ralph and 
we all looked at each other," Pena 
said. "I feel pretty good about it." "The (University of Illinois) swim-
mers lost their appeal and people 
were saying 'what makes you think 
you guys aren't going to (be reinstat-
ed),"' Pena said. 
A once sinking feeling by swimmer 
Doug Habben has now been washed 
away. 
After discussions with the U.S. 
Department of Education's Office for 
Civil Rights, Eastern has decided it 
will forego plans to eliminate the 
men's swimming and wrestling 
teams. 
"I had heard several people were 
transferring to other schools," 
Habben said. "They were waiting to 
hear a decision from the OCR. 
"But now they have decided to stay 
and the team looks good for next 
year." 
Pena added that he had a feeling 
there would be a good chance the pro-
gram would not be cut after fellow 
wrestler Tim Fix's foster father 
threatened a lawsuit against the uni-
versity. 
With the decision finall1 
announced, Pena is already prepar-
ing himself for another season as an 
Eastern athlete. 
Unlike some of the swimmers who 
were notified of the decision today, 
"After the lawyers got involved, we 
got pretty optimistic," Pena said. 
"The swimmers thought we were 
done, but the wrestlers kept a posi~ 
"Now, I'm going to start traini.ng 
for next year," Pena said. 
FILE PHOTO 
Senior pitcher Colt 1Urley winds up for a pitch during a recent practice in Lantz Fieldlwuse. 
Softball team 'learns' over break 
By ANTH ONY NASELLA. 
Staff writer 
The Lady Panther softball 
team finished slightly below 
. 500 in its spring break games, 
but head coach Beth Perine 
has very few gripes. 
Eastern split a doublehead-
er March 15 against Eastern 
Michigan and was unable to 
advance to single-elimination 
tournament play at the Flor-
ida State Invitational on 
March 17-18 after going 2-3 in 
pool play. 
Their contest against the 
University of Miami was 
rained out. The Lady" Panthers 
are now 5-6 on the season. 
"We played some very stiff 
competition and I thought we 
played well," Perine said. "My 
general feeling is that I am 
very optimistic and encour-
aged. We got down early in 
some games, which we need to 
work on, but the mood and 
feeling of the team was good. 
"The team never gave up. 
When you have that kind of 
enthusiasm on your team, it's 
very encouraging. I'm not dis-
satisfied or disappointed. We 
played some good softball. This 
was a very strong weekend. 
Now, we have to learn from 
everything that happened and 
apply to it our future games." 
At Florida State, the Pan-
thers lost their first contest 6-
2 to the University of Mass-
achusetts, which finished third 
last year in the NCAA tourna-
ment. Over four innings, 
senior Coli Turley gave up six 
runs - four of them earned. 
+ See SOFTBALL Page 11 
Panthers looking for revenge at Illinois 
ll7 DAR. FIELDS 
sg:ag wrtter 
The Eastern baseball team will take a 5-7 
record into today's contest when it faces Big Ten 
foe Illinois at 2 p.m. at Monier Field. 
The last time the Panthers faced the Illini a 
year ago, they were thumped by a 21-4 score at 
Illinois Field. 
But after returning from a nine-day spring 
trip that left Eastern with a 3-6 record on a 
swing that included stops in Kentucky, 
Tennessee and Missouri, the Panthers will hope 
to inch closer to the .500 mark. 
Offensively, Eastern is led by designated hit-
ter Rob Nicholes and outfielder Ty Ziegler. 
Nicholes, a senior from Harrisburg, is off to a 
blistering start at the plate. In 10 games, he has 
accumulated a .433 batting average, a team high 
for players who have over 20 at-bats. Nicholes 
also leads the team in runs batted in (nine), 
slugging percentage (.800), on-base percentage 
(.541) and home runs (three). He's also tied for 
the lead in hits with 13. 
Ziegler, a sophomore from Mapleton, is second 
behind Nicholes in battmg with a .323 average. 
• See BASEBALL Page 11 
Mauch only 
quarterback 
• • rema1n1ng 
Departures-leave hole 
at once deep position 
quriP,.g la~t ye~u·~ ~pl'ing football practi 
much of the focus was centered around the th 
way r ace for the starting quarterback job 
between juniors Pete Mauch and Ron Reichert 
and sophomore Mark Doherty. 
Mauch won the job as starter, but now finds 
himself in a different predica-
ment this spring. 
He's the only quarterback left. 
Freshman Mark Swinning, -
who was a surprise starter 
against Western Illinois in the 
middle of the season after Mauch 
struggled in Eastern's homecom-
ing game against Northern Iowa, Football 
has decided to leave school. notebook 
Reichert, who transferred in 
from Northern Illinois last season, had some · 
putes with the coaching staff and did not ev 
dress for the last couple of weeks of last season. 
Doherty has also decided not to play next y 
Head coach Bob Spoo said that the dwin 
quarterback situation, especially that 
$winning who was supposed to back up Mauch• 
tough on the team. But he hopes some new ti 
can step up and play the role of backup . 
"That puts us in a little bit of a bind.'' s · 
Spoo. "Ryan Beckman is going to be working• 
backup. We're also looking at another guy 
campus who played quarterback in high ach 
For Mauch, the news is.good and bad. He 
longer has to worry about fighting for the s 
ing spot. But right now, there is no solidi 
backup. 
"What a difference a year makes," Mauch 
"I didn't mind the competition (last spring) lb 
gives me a sense of relief," said Mauch. "I 
less to worry about. Now I can concentra 
other aspects of my game. 
"But at the same time it puts the program 
disposition. I don't plan .Qn getting hurt, b 
only takes one little thing." 
Mauch said that his status as the only re 
ing quarterback may or may not change his 
of play, depending on what is happening in a 
ticular game. 
"I'm not sure. I've thought about that ( 
hurt)," Mauch said. ~t depends on the situa · 
As for $winning leaving school, Mauch 
the news shocked him. 
. "It surprised me a lot," Mauch said. "I co 
believe it. I think it surprised everybody." 
Mauch said not having to worry about kee 
• See FOOTBALL Page 11 
